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CHAPTER 8

Human Resources: Education,
Training, Management

Overview

Among the questions this chapter addresses
are: How good are the people an industry de-
pends on? Is the pool from which they are
drawn big enough? How do they get their train-
ing? And, the mirror image of these: Does in-
dustry use their abilities wisely?

Countries without adequate human resources
cannot hope to design and manufacture prod-
ucts like computers; even televisions are be-
yond the capabilities of many developing econ-
omies. In the United States, people—unskilled
or skilled workers, engineers and technicians,
managers—are a vital resource for electronics
firms; thriving semiconductor companies have
been built around the talents of three or four
engineers.

But people are only the starting point. How
talents are developed, skills utilized, depends
largely on management: managers shape the
organization, decide on policies, set the style
and tone. The sections that follow examine
human resources as a factor in competitive-
ness, primarily from the standpoint of elec-
tronics in the United States. Matters of educa-
tion and training are followed by an examina-
tion of management practices. One of the ques-
tions addressed is: To what extent does the
vogue for Japanese management represent any-
thing new and different in the American con-
text, as opposed to a reemphasis of themes that
have always been present? The comparisons
on education also focus on Japan, in part be-
cause of the recent publicity given to that coun-
try’s lead over the United States in numbers
of engineers graduated.

Such topics are particularly appropriate at
a time when rates of productivity growth have
slowed in the United States. Is the education
and training of American workers appropriate

for technology-intensive industries like elec-
tronics? Do managements make the best use
of the talents and abilities of the labor force?
Are countries like Japan doing anything that
is really different—or better? In the early part
of the century, these questions were already
being asked, as part of the “scientific” study
of management. It is no coincidence that
American management experts schooled Japa-
nese executives now known for their dedica-
tion to quality (ch. 6).

The popular press tends to oversimplify the
set of issues covered by “human resources, ”
Some commentators define human resources
narrowly, as encompassing the skills and at-
titudes of the work force; this approach often
leads to stereotyping of employees in countries
like Japan or West Germany. Seeing the Japa-
nese worker as the product of a culture that
rewards hard work and diligence captures part
of the truth but obscures the larger institutional
and economic context. Others stress manage-
ment techniques, often narrowly defined, as a
key to labor productivity, Quality control cir-
cles are the best-publicized current example.
While certainly critical in the utilization of a
firm’s human resources, management should
also be viewed as part of a broader picture.
Management practices themselves reflect a
mix of schooling and experience shaped by the
structure of work and organization within a
society.

This chapter views the American labor force
—and the electronics industry—from two fun-
damental perspectives. First, workers bring
with them a set of skills largely acquired prior
to joining a company. The question then is to
compare education and training in the United
States—particularly of white-collar personnel,
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but also blue-collar employees–with that of the
men and women who staff foreign electronics
firms, Second: Will there be enough appropri-
ately trained people to meet the needs of a rap-
idly expanding U.S. electronics industry?

Labor mobility is a separate but related is-
sue. A growing industry, such as semiconduc-
tor manufacturing, may be able to meet its
manpower needs by attracting workers from
other parts of the economy, Within the in-
dustry, one semiconductor firm may be able
to lure employees from its competitors, Mobili-
ty has traditionally been high in the United
States for those with knowledge and experi-
ence.

But what of those left behind by technologi-
cal change? To a considerable extent, other na-
tions have used retraining programs as instru-
ments of public policy for enhancing employee
mobility and aiding those whose skills are out-
of-date. This has been less common in the
United States, where mobility and continuing
education depend on individual initiative.
Leaving aside questions of remedial education
and the training necessary for entry level jobs,

with which the United States has experimented
largely for reasons of social welfare, a strong
case can be made for an enhanced Federal role
in training and retraining programs to support
the competitiveness of growing high-technol-
ogy industries like electronics.

The other perspective on human resources
in this chapter relates to corporate manage-
ment. Contrasting the practices of Japanese
and American managers shows many of the
lessons of effective management to be univer-
sal, the unique character of Japanese manage-
ment something of a myth. Nonetheless, there
are lessons to be learned from firms in Japan,
as well as from successful organizations in the
United States. Competitive firms here and
abroad tend to share a common trait: man-
agement practices that give employees a say
in decisions affecting their work, along with
support for skill development. Emphasis on
employee participation and human relations
can contribute to productivity and worker sat-
isfaction, but conclusive evidence linking par-
ticular management techniques (such as quality
control circles)—here or in any country—to
competitive success is conspicuously lacking.

Education and Training

The U.S. electronics industry is built on the
capabilities of production workers, skilled tech-
nicians, and white-collar managers and profes-
sionals. On the shop floor, blue-collar employ-
ees operate semiconductor fabrication equip-
ment, assemble computers or TV sets. Much
of this work is essentially unskilled, meaning
that a typical job can be learned in a few hours.
Technicians—grey-collar employees—often
with vocational school training, play an impor-
tant role both on the factory floor and in re-
search and development (R&D) laboratories.
They maintain, troubleshoot, and repair sophis-
ticated equipment—and sometimes fabricate
it—as well as testing and inspecting com-
ponents and systems. Technicians also build
and help develop prototypes of new products.
Other employees with specialized skills include

draftsmen and nondegree designers, produc-
tion foremen, field service installers and repair-
men, computer system operators, and techni-
cal writers. White-collar workers—many with
college degrees—perform functions ranging
from plant management to accounting and fi-
nancial control, business planning, and legal
advising. Engineers and scientists—some with
advanced degrees—design and develop prod-
ucts, plan manufacturing processes, specify
production equipment, and carry out R&D proj-
ects in fields ranging from solid-state physics
to computer architectures, All of these skills
are essential to a competitive industry, not just
those of the well-educated and well-paid pro-
fessionals; grey-collar technical workers, in
particular, have a critical place in technol-
ogy-based organizations. Some jobs depend
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much more heavily on formal education and
training than others, but it is fair to say that
better skills and abilities at all levels will add
to the competitive ability of an enterprise, as
well as adding to peoples’ upward mobility.

The United States has maintained a lead in
many fields of technology and science since
World War II, in large part because of the
excellence of the educational system here.
Nonetheless, other advanced industrial nations
provide their work forces with training in tech-
nology, mathematics, and science that on the
average is probably more intensive. It is easy
to forget, in the publicity that surrounds Nobel
Prizes, the Apollo program, or the nascent bio-
technology industry, that competitiveness rests
on the skills and abilities of great numbers of
people whose contributions will never be pub-
licized or even acknowledged. At a time when
literacy levels in the United States decline as
those elsewhere rise, and the Soviet Union
graduates five times as many engineers, it
makes sense to look at the foundations for the
Nation’s human resources as well as the pin-
nacles of its achievements.

In fact, the evidence of U.S. weakness in
technical education and training is strong and
continuing to mount.1 The best people and best
educational institutions in the United States are
probably as good as ever, maybe better. But the
breadth of capability that once distinguished
the U.S. labor force may be diminishing, The
National Science Foundation/Department of
Education (NSF/DOE) report cited above con-
cludes that American achievements in basic re-
search remain unchallenged, but that the aver-
age high school or college graduate in this
country has only the most rudimentary knowl-
edge of mathematics or science. The trends are

I“Science and Engineering Education for the 1980’s and Be-
yond, ” National Science Foundation and Department of Educa-
tion, Cktoher  1980. See also Tocla.vr Problems, Tomorrow
L’rises: ~1 Report of the National Science Board Commission on
Prt?cc)llege Edclcation in hfathematics,  Science and Technolog~
(Washington, I) C,: National Science Foundation, Oct. 18, 1!382):
.’+. iencc  and Engineering Education: Data and information, NSF
82-30 (Washington, DC.:  National Science Foundation, 1982),
and Science Indicators- I $?80 (Wash ington,  DC.: National
Science Board, National Science Foundation, 1981), chs. 1 and
5. The L’, S.-[ “.S. S R. comparison in engineering graduates comes
from p. 209 of the Iast-mentloneci  report.

clear, beginning at secondary levels where
students avoid courses in these subjects. Only
one-sixth of U.S. secondary school students, for
example, take courses in science or mathemat-
ics past the 10th grade. Technology, as opposed
to science, is totally lacking in secondary
schools, despite the abundant evidence of pub-
lic fascination with technological achieve-
ments. Indeed, few people seem to distinguish
technology from science, hence misnomers
such as science fiction.

The NSF/DOE report, along with many
others, also points to apparent shortages of
entry-level computer professionals and several
types of engineers, and the difficulties of sec-
ondary schools, vocational institutes, commu-
nity colleges, and universities in finding and
retaining qualified teachers in the physical sci-
ences, mathematics, engineering and computer
science, and in vocational programs, More-
over, equipment used for teaching laboratory
courses in engineering and the sciences is
years out of date and in short supply. In the
future, American industry, particularly high-
technology sectors like electronics, may sim-
ply not have an adequate supply of employees
with the kinds of skills needed to maintain U.S.
competitiveness.

U.S. Secondary School Education
in Science and Mathematics

Falling mathematics and science enrollments
in American high schools indicate that, while
there is a small group of students who want
and get advanced courses, the great majority
avoid these subjects when they can. Average
scores on national tests of achievement in
mathematics and the sciences are lower than
a decade ago. Students who elect to take Ad-
vanced Placement Tests in science or mathe-
matics make about the same scores as in the
past, indicating that the core of serious stu-
dents gets good preparation; but overall, Scho-
lastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores fell for 18 con-
secutive years until holding steady in 1981. *

*According to the Educational Testing %x-vice,  Princeton, N.]..
mean scores in 1981 for college-bound high school seniors 
424 for the ~rerba]  portion of the SAT and 466 for the mathematics
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Some of the decline can be attributed to the
greater percentage of students who now attend
college and thus take the tests, but an advisory
panel convened to examine the SAT concluded
that, since 1970, other factors—including lower
educational standards and diminishing motiva-
tion on the part of students—have been much
more important. 2

Fewer American high school students are
electing mathematics and science courses, par-
ticularly the two fundamental physical sci-
ences, chemistry and physics; of those who do
elect science, more chose the life sciences.
While the majority of U.S. high school grad-
uates have taken biology, only about a third
have had chemistry; the fraction drops to about
one-tenth for physics.3 The situation is repli-
cated in high school mathematics, where only
one-third of U.S. graduates take 3 years of
coursework. Regardless of how good their
grades may be, three-quarters of American
high school graduates do not have the prerequi-
site courses to enter a college engineering
program. 4 What this means for industries like
electronics is not only that the average high
school graduate is unprepared to study engi-
neering or one of the physical sciences in col-
lege, but may be unable to enter a career call-
ing for middle-level technical skills without a
good deal of additional training.

Secondary Schooling Abroad,
Especially in Japan

U.S. enrollments in science and mathematics
contrast starkly with the picture in Japan. Not
only do about 90 percent of Japanese high
school students graduate—compared with 75
to 80 percent in this country—but all are re-

(footnote continued from p. 303)

portion, identical to 1980 scores, In 1966, the means were 466
for verbal and 492 for mathematics. While testing criteria may
not have remained precisely the same over this period, the down-
ward trend is unambiguous.

“’Science and Engineering Education for the 1980’s and Be-
yond,” op. cit., pp. 107-108.

3P. D. Hurd, ‘‘Falling Behind in Math and Science, Washing-
ton Post, May 16, 1982, p. C7. See a]so Science and Engineer-
ing Education: Data and Information, op. cit., pp. 57, 59.

4“Engineering: Education, Supply/Demand and Job Opportu-
nities,” Electronic Industries Association, Washington, D. C., Oc-
tober 1982.

quired to complete 2 years of mathematics plus
2 years of science. Competition for entry into
the best colleges is intense; Japanese students
choose rigorous electives and spend much
more time on homework than their American
counterparts. Those who wish to attend college
study mathematics each year, moving beyond
trigonometry—the point where many U.S. high
school curricula still stop, s The stress in Japa-
nese secondary schools on science and mathe-
matics for all students is far from unique. The
Soviet equivalent of the American high school
curriculum includes a heavy dose of course-
work in these areas—for instance, 2 years of
calculus. West German secondary school stu-
dents, even those who wish to specialize in
fields such as the classics or modern languages,
get extensive training in mathematics and sci-
ence; by the same token, those planning tech-
nical careers receive their liberal arts educa-
tion in high school. Neither curricula nor aca-
demic standards vary as widely among West
German schools as in the United States.6

In Japan, large numbers of students who do
not go to college get technical, vocational, or
semiprofessional schooling as preparation for
jobs in industry where they will work with and
provide support for engineers and scientists.
The result is a large pool of well-prepared can-
didates for entry-level grey-collar jobs.7

The investments that students in Japan make
in science and mathematics yield measurable
benefits. On a number of international achieve-
ment tests, Japanese students score consistent-
ly above their counterparts in other industrial
nations, a Nonetheless, secondary education in

‘M. W. Kirst, “Japanese Education: Its Implications for Eco-
nomic Competition in the  Kappan,  June 1981,
p. 707. Only about 30 percent of U.S. high schools offer calculus,
and fewer than 10 percent of American high school students
take the subject; see Hurd,  op. cit., and Science and Engineer-
ing Education: Data and Information, op. cit., p. 59.

nEngineering  Our Future: Report of the Committee of Inquiry
into the Engineering Profession [London: Her Majesty’s Station-
ery Office, January 1980), p. 219. Also, D. W, Sallet, “Education
of the Diplom  Ingenieur,  ” journal of Engineering Education,
vol. 59, June 1969, p. 1105.

7S. B, Levine and H. Kawada, Human Resources in Japanese
Industrial Development (Princeton, N. J.: Princeton University
Press, 1980), pp. 74, 80. Engineers in Japan are evidently sup-
ported by many more technicians than in the United States.

‘R. S. Anderson, Education in Japan (Washington, D. C.: U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1975), p, 130.
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Japan has major weaknesses. The most obvious
is the strong traditional emphasis on rote learn-
ing and imitation, coupled with a dependence
on textbooks and lectures rather than demon-
stration and learning-by-doing (in reality, U.S.
education is probably no better in this regard).
Critics of the system argue that this stunts the
development of creative abilities.9 Academic
competition in Japan is, furthermore, so in-
tense that the Japanese Ministry of Education
has expressed concern that other aspects of
child development are being neglected. Despite
the undoubted validity of some of these criti-
cisms, the fact remains that high school stu-
dents in Japan receive training in science and
mathematics that is, on average, more exten-
sive than in the United States. Even for stu-
dents who do not go on to technical or profes-
sional jobs, such training contributes to quanti-
tative skills, precision in thinking, and to an
understanding of the physical world. Such a
background helps people to comprehend the
technologies that their daily lives depend on.
In the future, their employment opportunities
may depend on this as well.

University and Continuing Education
in the United States

In some respects, the Japanese and American
educational systems are opposites. The Japa-
nese concentrate their efforts on precollege
training where the United States is weak. On
the other hand, the quality of university educa-
tion in Japan is much inferior. In a very real
sense, the American system of higher educa-
tion must compensate for secondary schooling
that is generally poor.

Although this comparison may be qualitative-
ly valid, it begins to break down in terms of
numbers. While the United States continues to
produce more Ph.D.s in science and mathe-
matics than Japan, Japanese undergraduate
—.—

‘See, for example, the assessment of M. Nagai, former Japanese
Minister for Eflucation:  “Higher Education in Japan, ” ~ai~an
Quarter/jr, vol. 24, 1977, p 3(M. While many Japanese are quite
self-conscious about their country’s supposed lack of innova-
tion and originality in engineering and the sciences, the prod-
uct developments flowing In recent years from Japan’s industries
show great creativity in the application  of technolog~’.
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programs have been turning out greater num-
bers of engineers since 1967. In 1981, Ja-
pan graduated 75,000 engineers compared to
63,000 here, despite a population half that of
the United States. The margin is a little greater
for electrical engineering graduates—25 per-
cent. 10

As figure 53 shows, the United States once
held a commanding lead in the proportion of
engineers and scientists in the work force,
While the advantage over other Western na-
tions probably still exists (various countries cat-
egorize scientists, engineers, and technicians
differently, making comparisons ambiguous),
it has narrowed greatly, And, as table 67
demonstrates, engineering graduates are now
a smaller proportion of their age group in the
United States than in Japan or West Ger-
many—countries where a far greater fraction
of engineers in any case devote their efforts to
commercial rather than defense industries.

1OThe 1981 breakdown by d iscip]incs  is not a~ra ilable for Japan,
but in 1980, 19,355 13, S.-level degrees were awarded in electrical
and computer engineering, compared to 15,410 in the LJnited
States. Figures for Japan are from the Ministrj of Education,
those for the United States from P. Doigan, “Engineering and
Technology Degrees, 1981 ,“ Engineering Education, April 1982,
p. 704, and P. Sheridan, “Engineering and Technology Degrees,
1980, ” Engineering Education, April 1981, p. 713

Figure 53.— R&D Engineers and Scientists
in the Labor Force

L.?

07 —
06 — United States

... ””-.  ● “

Year

a Lo wer bound est mat e

S O U R C E  Na//ona/  Patterns  of  Sc/ence  and Techno logy Resources T982
(Washington DC Nallonal Science Foundation 19821 p 33
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Table 67.— Engineering Graduates as a Percentage
of Their Age Groupa

United States . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.6°/0
Japan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.2
West Germany . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.3
France . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.3
United Kingdom . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.7
aFlrst  degree graduates, lncludlng foreign nationals, In 1978, except for West
Germany and France, where the percentages refer to1977  lnthe Unifed States
aslgnificant fraction of engineering graduates are from overseas” in 1982, 8per-
cent ofBS degrees lneng!neenngwent to foreign students,29 percent ofMS
degrees, and40  percent ofPh D degrees SeeP.J Sheridan, ”Engineering and
Technology Degrees, 1982:’  Engineering Educatiorr,  Aprd 1983, p 715

SOURCE Eng/rreer/rrg  Our future Reporl  of  the Cornrmttee  of lrrqu~ry Into  the
Engineenng  ProfessIon (London Her Majesty’s Stationery Office,
January 1980), p 83

Engineering Education

As table 68 indicates, graduates in engineer-
ing, the physical sciences, and mathematics in
the United States accounted for steadily fall-
ing proportions of new degrees at both under-
graduate and graduate levels during the 1970’s.
The number of degrees in the mathematical sci-
ences, including statistics and computer sci-
ence, actually fell between 1970 and 1980.

In engineering, undergraduate enrollments
have jumped since the mid-1970’s–and the
number of graduates has followed, as shown
in figure 54—leading to overcrowded classes,
overloaded faculty, and severe pressures on the
quality of education. The number of full-time
undergraduates enrolled in U.S. engineering
schools went from about 20,000 in the early
1970’s to an all-time high of more than 400,000

1965 1970 1975 1980 1982
Year

SOURCES f965-79-’(Data Related to the Cris!s  In Engineering Education, ”
American Assoclatlon  of Englneenng  Societies, March 1981, p
17

I!X30-P J. Shertdan,  “Engineering and Technology Degrees, 1980, ”
Engineerirrg  Education, April 1981, p. 713

1981-P Dolgan, “Engineering and Technology Degrees, 1981 ,“
Erigirreering  Educatiorr,  April 1982, p 704

1982-P J Sheridan, “Engineerlng  and Technology Degrees, 1982, ”
Engirreer/rrg  Education, April 1983, p 715.

in 1982.11 At the graduate level, the trends are
quite different—but not encouraging. The num-
ber of master’s degrees in engineering has in-
creased slightly over the past decade, but the
number of Ph.D.s has declined—one reason
for faculty shortages in engineering schools.
Figure 54 illustrates the trends at both B.S. and

“1’. Doigan, “Engineering Enrollments, Fall 1982, ” Engineer-
ing Education, October 1983, p. 18. At the bottom of the most
recent trough, in 1973, 187,000 students were enrolled in engi-
neering; by 1982, the total was 403,000.

Table 68.—U.S. Degrees Awarded by Field

Total as percentage
Physical of degrees awarded

Engineering sciences Mathematics a in all fields

1980: B.S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37,808 16,057 11,437 17%
M.S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,989 3,387 1,765 17
Ph. D. . . . . . . . . . . . . 786 NA NA NA

1970: B.S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42,966 21,551 29,109 12%
M.S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15,548 5,948 7,107 13
Ph. D. . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,620 4,400 1,222 31

1980: B.S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58.742 23,661 22,686 10%
M.S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17,243 5,233 6,515 10
Ph. D. . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,751 3,151 963 21

NA = Not Available
a l nc lud ing statistics and computer science.

SOURCE” Engineering—’’Data Related to the Crisis  in Engineering Education, ” American Association of Engineering Socletles,
March 1981, p 17, Phys!cal  Sciences and Mathematics—National Patterns of Science and Technology Resources
1981, NSF 81-311 (Washington, D. C.. National Science Foundation, 1981), pp. 78-80
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Ph. D. levels. Not only have doctoral enroll-
ments failed to keep up, but about half of all
Ph.D. engineering candidates are now foreign
nationals; many of them leave the United States
after graduation. *

An important cause of declining enrollments
of Ph. D. candidates in engineering has been
the high starting salaries that holders of new
bachelor’s degrees command–in 1982, about
$26,000. Swelling demand by industry for engi-
neers has attracted undergraduates to the field,
at the same time siphoning many off from the
pool of prospective graduate students. To
someone who might otherwise consider a
Ph. D. followed by a teaching career, the re-
wards of immediate employment can seem
much more attractive than several years of low-
paying stipends or graduate assistantships,
then the salary of a junior faculty member.
While pay for college teachers has always been
well below that in industry, the other attrac-
tions of an academic career have diminished
in these days of overcrowded classrooms, out-
dated equipment, and limited research funding.

Poor facilities and an escalating student-to-
faculty ratio are leading to declines in the qual-
ity of education provided in American engi-
neering schools. For many years, the propor-
tion of programs in engineering and computer
science that were unconditionally reaccredited
during periodic reviews held steady at about
70 percent, but in 1981 only 50 percent of the
programs examined received ful l  accredita-
tion. 12 This sudden change indicates the gravity
of the problems facing engineering education
in the United States.

The most common and most serious causes
of declining educational quality are faculty
shortages and obsolete laboratory equipment.

*See note to table 67. In 1982, 1,167 of 2,887 engineering
Ph. D.s went to foreign nationals; both industry and universities
have become heavily dependent on foreign-born engineers, es-
pecially at tbe doctoral level. Figures on graciuates  reflect earlier
enrollments; currently, nearly 50 percent of Ph. f). candidates
in [J ,S, engin[?ering schools are foreign nationals.

1“’Adequacy of U.S. Engineering Education, ” E’merging Issues
in Scien[:e  and Te(:hno][jg~, I<M I (W:IS]I ingttjn,  DC.:  National
Science Foundation, June 1982], p. 60. l)rograrns  with  deficien-
c ies may be reexamined after a shorter th;i n 1~ormal  inter~”al  or
placed on probation

Photo credit General Motors

Engineer holding bracket designed with
computer assistance

Even when funds have been available to hire
new faculty, good candidates are rare because
of the low numbers of new Ph.D.s and the un-
competitive salaries offered by universities.
Estimates of the number of unfilled faculty
positions in U.S. engineering schools have been
in the range of 1,400 to 2,000--about 10 per-
cent of the total number of faculty positions in
engineering. 13 Furthermore, universities can no
longer depend on graduate students to relieve
some of the load on regular faculty by assisting
in classroom teaching and laboratory instruc-
tion.

The equipment problem is equally serious.
While faculties do their best with the resources
available, it is difficult to teach a digital design
laboratory with equipment from the analog era.
And laboratories, as well as classrooms, have
become overcrowded as undergraduate enroll-
ments have climbed. Quality suffers when stu-
dents have less contact with faculty, as well as
less exposure to up-to-date laboratory equip-
ment and computing facilities. Many univer-

I ?As ~, f the fal 1 of 1982, a su ney ” ( )f ( 1. S t’ [) ~ 111  t ‘t? I’ i llg s~ I) 001
reported 1,400 authorized and bu(igeted fatult?  l)t~~lt IC)IIS  \ a(:al~t,
of a t (lt al of about 18,000. The number SI1OU  Id IJC [ cg,I rdf:(l ,~.s

a lo~i’er bound because few, uni~’erslties  ha~’e Increased  the nunl-
t)er (If authorized faculty.  pos]tions at rates c;orlllrlerlsur;~t(:  I\itll
gro~lth  in undergraduate enrollments.  The most se~’ere  probl~~nl+
are in computer specialties. See J. it’. Gils, ‘‘rI-he Facult}r  Short-
age: The 1982 Sur\ey,  ” Engincwrlng  I;du[  dtion,  october  1983,
]), 47.
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sities, hurt by past slumps in engineering en-
rollments, are reluctant to put scarce funds into
expansion to meet what may be a transient de-
mand, More fundamentally, universities have
had great difficulty in adjusting to shifting stu-
dent choices at a time when total enrollments
have stopped rising. Tight budgets have caused
programs in the sciences as well as engineer-
ing to fall behind the times.14

The well-publicized situations at large, State-
supported schools such as Iowa State Univer-
sity and the University of Illinois, typical of the
institutions that form the core of the U.S. sys-
tem of engineering education, are representa-
tive. 15 Iowa State simply ran out of facilities to
handle enrollment increases in computer engi-
neering, despite operating on a 6-day schedule.
Because of overcrowding, students were
warned that they might not be able to complete
their programs in 4 years. Transfer students
at Illinois must have a grade-point average of
4.2 on a scale of 5 to enter engineering, while
the universitywide requirement is only 3.25.
Shortages of facilities and teaching faculty
forced 16 of 30 large American engineering
schools to adopt some form of restriction on
the number of students they admit.16

Only the elite universities have been largely
spared such problems, and even these have had
trouble attracting enough good graduate stu-
dents. But because the best schools have always

14’’ Science and Engineering Education for the 1980’s and Be-
yond, ” op. cit., pp. 68-69. Courses in physics and chemistry also
depend on laboratory and computer facilities. For a discussion
of laboratory equipment shortages with the emphasis on research
needs, see “Obsolescence of Scientific Instrumentation in Re-
search Universities,” Emerging Issues in Science and Technol-
ogy, 1981, op. cit., p. 49.

The nine State-supported engineering schools in Texas have
reported equipment needs totaling $88 million, about 70 percent
of this for undergraduate teaching laboratories, The situation
in Texas is probably fairly typical; an extrapolation to the United
States as a whole results in an estimate of about $1 billion for
new laboratory equipment in engineering alone. See “$1 Billion
for Instructional Equipment, ” Engineering Education News,
June 1982, p. 1.

‘s’’ Engineering Education Under Stress, ” Science, Sept. 25,
1981, p. 1479; C. Phillips, “Universities in U.S. Are Losing
Ground in Computer Education, ” Wall Street journal, Jan. 14,
1983, p. 1.

‘@’’Universities Limiting Engineering Enrollments, ” Engineer-
ing Education News, March 1981. The limitations are based sim-
ply on numbers; as at Illinois, qualified students are being turned
away.

limited their enrollments, they have been able
to raise the average quality of incoming stu-
dents while keeping expansion to manageable
rates, Engineering departments at schools like
Stanford or MIT have also been able to retain
their faculties. One of the dangers implicit in
responses by industry or the Federal Govern-
ment to the problems afflicting engineering
education is that resources may flow dispro-
portionately to the top-ranked, research-ori-
ented universities. Of the nearly 300 colleges
and universities that offer engineering in the
United States, it is the middle tier—both public
and private—that turns out the vast majority
of graduates and faces the most serious prob-
lems,

Supply and Demand

Even though enrollments are still climbing,
and the number of B.S. graduates in engineer-
ing has been going up at about 10 percent per
year (fig. 54), it is not at all certain that the
number of engineering graduates in the United
States will meet future needs. As discussed in
more detail later in the chapter, there will al-
most certainly be entry-level shortages at some
times in some specialties—e.g., computer engi-
neering—and the shortfall in Ph.D.s for teach-
ing is bound to continue; according to one esti-
mate, there is a current shortage of 3,500 doc-
toral-level engineers in industry beyond that of
Ph.D.s for university faculties. 17

While the rapid rise in engineering enroll-
ments has led to fears by some that the United
States might be headed for an oversupply by
the 1990’s, such concerns seem overstated if
only because many graduates of engineering
programs move on to other fields. Competent
engineers have virtually always been employ-
able in the United States, regardless of econom-
ic conditions. Nevertheless, the American labor
force contains nearly 1½ million engineers,
and some portions of the engineering commu-
nity deny the reality of the current “shortage,”
claiming that what industry really wants is a
large pool of entry-level people to help keep

‘7’’ National Engineering Action Conference, ” Engineering
Education News, April 1982, p. 1.
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salaries of midcareer engineers low. There is
a good deal of truth to this. Entry-level short-
ages arise in part because employers prefer to
hire new engineers with fresh skills at lower
pay. This is an easier and perhaps cheaper way
of meeting their needs than coupling the
experience of midcareer engineers-many of
whom find themselves with increasingly ob-
solescent skills—with well-designed continuing
education programs.

Regardless, at least some specialties seem
bound to face continuing shortages by almost
any criterion. These specialties include a
number that are particularly relevant for the
future competitiveness of the U.S. electronics
industry; most notably, entry-level computer
professionals are expected to be in high de-
mand well into the 1990’s, Programs of instruc-
tion in computer science and engineering still
tend to be small and underdeveloped. Some are
in engineering schools—often within electrical
engineering departments—others in schools of
arts and sciences, where computer science may
be associated with mathematics departments.
Many teaching departments lack the critical
mass that would help them thrive, not surpris-
ing in a field which did not exist 25 years ago.
In computer science, the United States gradu-
ates only 250 Ph.D.s each year, a number
which has been declining—one reason comput-
er science and engineering faculties are suffer-
ing greater proportional shortages of faculty
than (other) engineering departments. 18 A t
present, qualified software engineers are in
short supply; although people with many types
of training can fill jobs as applications pro-
gramers, there are far fewer candidates for jobs
in the design and development of computer-
based systems themselves.

Other new and/or specialized fields suffer
similar problems. Perhaps half-a-dozen Ameri-
can universities have the facilities needed to
design and fabricate large-scale integrated cir-

cuits. Microprocessor applications courses
may require equipment that schools cannot af-
ford, Few universities have adequate resources
for computer-aided design in any of the fields
of engineering. At the same time, such diffi-
culties can be viewed as similar to those that
have always existed. It has never been easy to
give students a sense of the development effort
that goes into an airplane or a nuclear power-
plant. In this sense, the adaptations required
by the emergence of large-scale integrated cir-
cuits or cheap computing power are nothing
new.

Industry Initiatives

To help meet the needs of their members, two
of the trade associations in electronics have
established programs to support engineering
education. The American Electronics Associa-
tion has asked for money to augment faculty
salaries and establish chairs in electrical engi-
neering, as well as to expand fellowship pro-
grams for students; the Semiconductor Indus-
try Association is funding research, thus pro-
viding indirect support to both students and
faculty members through stipends and salaries,
as well as money for equipment.19

A different approach has been taken by
Wang Laboratories, which manufactures mini-
computers and office automation equipment.
The Wang Institute, located near Boston, of-
fers a master’s degree in software engineering
through its School of Information Technology.
Initially endowed by An Wang, the company’s
founder, the Institute is now an independent,
nonprofit organization. With a curriculum de-
signed to give training both in the technical
aspects of computer software and in planning,
management, and human relations, the school
—which graduated its first students in 1982—
grew directly out of the inability of companies
like Wang to meet their personnel needs. Tui-
tion is about $8,000 per year, less than half the
actual cost of the program; the difference is

lese~,ente[;n  per[; (; n t of fac  U] t};  positions i n co input er S{; ienc:  f?
and engineering were vacant at the beginning of 1982, Ye rsus
about 9 percent for engineering as a whole. See ‘‘ LJ diversities 1a’’AEA,  SIA to i’le in Fund-Raising Efforts, ” Electronic Nret%rs,
in U.S. Are Losing Ground  in Computer Education, ” op. cit.: Nov. 16, 1981, p, 36, Companies in other industries have begun
‘ (The Faculty Shortage: The 1982 Surve},  ” op. cit. parallel efforts.
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covered by endowments and contributions. 20

Because of the emphasis on job-related skills,
candidates for admission must have at least 2
years of professional experience, in addition
to a B.S. degree in an appropriate field. The
Wang Institute is one of a number of experi-
ments presently underway in nontraditional
training in specialized technical fields.

University-Industry Relations

Despite these and other examples of new and
close relationships between business and edu-
cational institutions—for instance, the indus-
try-supported Center for Integrated Systems at
Stanford—university-industry relations, in the
United States as in most countries, tend to be
uneasy. Tensions between the theoretical learn-
ings of faculty members and the more practical
concerns of private firms, particularly smaller
companies that do not engage in much re-
search, are common. This also holds for pro-
fessions such as business administration; to
some extent it applies to the sciences as well.

In engineering, these tensions have deep his-
torical roots; by the first decade of the 20th cen-
tury, the academic perspective had largely won
out over the shopfloor orientation that many
in industry had advocated.21 Later, between the
wars, U.S. engineering education began to stag-
nate, During World War II, numerous R&D ef-
forts—including many in electronics—were
spearheaded by scientists (particularly physi-
cists) with engineers filling subordinate roles.
This lesson was one of several pointing to the
need for reevaluations of engineering educa-
tion.

The resulting turn toward theory led to “engi-
neering science” as the core of undergraduate
curricula. In the post-Sputnik period beginning
in the late 1950’s, engineering schools empha-
sized quantitative, analytical skills even more.
Accompanied by a strengthening of mathemat-

 Wang 1 nstitute.  See also M. A.
Bengs,  “A [Jnique  Institution for High-Tech Training, ” Boston
Globe,  Mar, 2, 1980, and “Institutionalizing the Students of Soft-
ware,” Computer Design, December 1982, p. 189.

ZIM, Ca}veN,  The Mechanical  Engineer in America, 183G191O:

Professional Cultures in Conflict (Baltimore, Md.: Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1967).

ics requirements, the focus on engineering sci-
ence came at the expense of engineering de-
sign, as well as manufacturing and production
processes. This was also a time when the
spread of digital computers made numerical
solutions to many previously intractable prob-
lems a reality, further strengthening the move-
ment toward analysis at the expense of synthe-
sis. In recent years, there has been something
of a swing back.

Industry has always wanted graduates who
can go to work immediately, while acknowl-
edging the virtues of theoretical preparation in
the engineering sciences as preparation for ad-
vancement and for continuing education. De-
mand for the “old-f ashioned,” practically ori-
ented engineer has led to a proliferation of cur-
ricula in what is usually called engineering
technology.

Engineering Technology

Technology programs—some 2 years in
length and leading to an associate degree,
others full 4-year B.S. courses of study—repre-
sent an attempt by American colleges and uni-
versities to equip entry-level employees with
immediately applicable job skills. Graduates of
these programs—more than 26,000 at the asso-
ciate and bachelor’s levels in 1981 (40 percent
of the total in engineering)—can be thought of
as paraengineers; they get less extensive and
less rigorous training in mathematics, the sci-
ences, and in engineering science, but consid-
erable exposure to routine technical prob-
lems. 22 While B.S. technology graduates are bet-

zzln Igj16,  16,685 associate degrees and 5,721 B.S. degrees in
engineering technology were granted in the United States; in
1982, the figures were 17,198 for associate degrees, and 8,325
at the bachelor’s level. The 1976 data are from “Engineering and
Technology Degrees, 1976, ” the 1982 from “Engineering and
Technology Degrees, 1982, ” op. cit.

Well over 200 schools have technology programs, about the
same number as for engineering. Most of the associate degrees
are awarded by community college and vocational-technical
schools. In a university, B.S. programs in technology and engi-
neering may be offered by different colleges, particularly where
the technology curriculum has grown out of an industrial arts
setting; alternatively, both programs may be found in a “Col-
lege of Engineering and Technology, ” Many faculty members
in engineering have resisted the movement toward technology
education, feeling that it detracts from the profession and threat-
ens their own image. Outside the community of educators, a good
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ter prepared for advancement and for creative
work than technicians, their upward mobility
is considerably less than for engineers. In at
least one sense, the problems that have hit en-
gineering education are more serious still for
technology: the practical, hands-on experience
that these programs seek to provide depends
heavily on equipment similar to that actually
used in industry.

Community Colleges and Local Initiatives

In recent years, community colleges have ex-
panded more rapidly than any other segment
of higher education. Many offer engineering
technology, as well as preengineering pro-
grams that send students on to universities.
Moreover, community or junior colleges and
vocational-technical schools train many of the
technicians who take jobs in U.S. industries
like electronics. While the number of students
earning associate degrees in technical fields
has grown in the last decade, there is little in-
formation on the quality of these programs.

———
deal {1~ (c)n flitif)n pcrs ist~ [.on[. ern i ng the role and fu net ion of
te(, hnolog}’” [;(i[]c.:]tioIl-Ilot” surprising when asso(:iate  programs
~raduatc  men and [tomcn trained cssent  iall} as te(:hni{  ian~,
w’h ile a B. S .-ltnel  tech  no] og i st is much  c1 oscr  t n a n engineer.

I)ifferen([:s  in academic standards among technology pro-
~rams  ma~ he e~en greater than in engineering. In contrast tu
(.o u nt r i~:s 1 lhe t$’est  Ge rma n}’, where all technical u n it’ers it ics
are held to similar standards, qualitj’  in American engineering
and technology programs \’aries widely, e~ren  among  those that
arc  fully accredited.

Photo credit Ted Spiegel 1983

Computer-assisted test to determine design data
on metal fatigue

Some offer up-to-date training in needed spe-
cialties, while others are accused of turning out
people for jobs that have already disappeared.

Public 2-year and community colleges face
chronic problems in funding their programs
and retaining faculty .23 Even in Silicon Valley
(the area near San Francisco where so many
electronics firms have located)—which is now
getting a great deal of attention as a model for
industrial development—these institutions
have never been well-integrated into the local
environment, and seem isolated from industry
as well as from the mainstream of university-
oriented education.24 Despite the concentration
of electronics companies, the six community
colleges in the area have faced severe shortages
of equipment for student laboratories, and a
relationship with industry in which each group
seems generally supportive of the other but in
which the various parties do not always man-
age to communicate or cooperate effectively.

Only a few States or localities have thus far
attempted to meet needs for technology-based

23’’S(; ience  and Engineering Educatluu  for the 1980’s  and Bw
yond, ” op. cit,, p. 93.

z4E,  L, Uscern, “Education and High Technulog}r  Industry: ‘1’hc
Case of Silicon Valley, ” Institute for th(: lrlt[)rdis(:i~)]iI~tirjr  Studs
of Educ at ion, Northeastern U n ik’ers it j, II ost () n, h! ass., Sept c 

 12-18.  Usef:m’s  stud~’,  hascd on morf” thal] 100 intt:r-
views, finds that neither educators nor  companies ar(: rrspon(i  -
ing very well to the regions educational n[!(’(  ]s—l)a  rt 1(. ula r] }’ at
the secondary level,
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education and training outside their college or
university systems. North Carolina has estab-
lished a Microelectronics Center linking sev-
eral universities and industry at Research Tri-
angle Park near Raleigh; the State has also set
up the North Carolina School of Science and
Mathematics for high school students with un-
usual ability. But this is more the exception
than the rule, and budgetary constraints in
many localities may limit further development
of nontraditional alternatives.

Continuing Education

Ongoing education and training for engi-
neers and other technical workers—including
those without degrees—is a vast and amor-
phous activity, Colleges and universities enroll
large numbers of students in graduate or con-
tinuing education programs, some of whom
take only a few courses while others actively
pursue degrees. Such programs, many of
which cater to part-time and evening students,
face problems paralleling those of undergradu-
ate engineering and science curricula. The low
visibility and lack of prestige of continuing
education aggravates the difficulties; faculty
turnover is high, quality uncertain. For exam-
ple, enrollments in New York University’s
adult education courses in computer program-
ing have been increasing by 20 to 25 percent
per year, but budget limitations have made it
difficult to purchase needed equipment, as well
as to find and keep competent faculty.25  This
situation is replicated in private and public col-
leges and universities throughout the country.

Many professional societies are active in con-
tinuing education, principally through short
courses—sometimes offered in conjunction
with universities—on topics of interest to their
members, Current favorites in electronics in-
clude microprocessor-based systems, and pro-
graming in newer computer languages like Pas-
cal. Colleges and universities offer their own
short courses, as do private, profit-seeking en-
terprises. Some companies have operated
educational arms—e.g., RCA Institute. Short

‘W. Anders, “Colleges Faltering in Effort to Ease Critical Short-
age of Programmers, ” Wall Street Journal, Aug. 24, 1981, p. 15.

courses and related noncredit programs vary
widely in quality and rigor. Some hold to high
standards, others offer little more than can be
gleaned from trade magazines.

Although many firms offer on-the-job train-
ing and continuing education for their engi-
neers, scientists, and technicians, it is impossi-
ble to generalize concerning the extent and ef-
fectiveness of such efforts. Some companies
allow employees to spend several hours per
week taking college courses on company time;
others will pay tuition provided the student
gets a good grade. Some develop in-house pro-
grams. Others refuse any assistance, relying en-
tirely on individual initiative. Some organiza-
tions have a companywide policy covering con-
tinuing education; in other cases, decisions are
left with lower level supervisors. In many com-
panies, internal training programs are intended
primarily for new employees; in other in-
stances, firms organize or support programs
aimed at a broader slice of their work force.
While extensive in-house training is most com-
mon in large corporations, smaller electronics
firms have also been turning to such efforts to
help meet their manpower needs,

Beyond case-by-case insights, the overall di-
mensions of company-run training programs
in the United States are largely unexplored; the
American Society for Training and Develop-
ment estimates that business and industry allo-
cate some $30 billion to $40 billion a year to
education and training, but little information
is available on how such moneys are spent, and
by whom, or just what is counted in arriving
at the total.26

Looking more narrowly at engineers and sci-
entists, perhaps 10 to 15 percent of those with
at least a bachelor’s degree are taking further

Z81nformation  from the American Society for Training and De-
velopment. Also “Addition to the Record: Statement of Anthony
P. Carnevale, for the American Society for Training and Develop-
merit, ” Projected Changes in the Economy, Population, Labor
Market, and Work Force, and Their Implications for Economic
Development Policy, hearings, Subcommittee on Economic De-
velopment, Committee on Public Works and Transportation,
House of Representatives, Nov. 18-19, 1981, p. 233. Carnevale
notes that 35 percent of firms surveyed by the Conference Board
offer remedial programs in reading, writing, and arithmetic for
their employees.
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academic coursework at any given time.27 The
great majority are probably recent graduates,
with many of these pursuing advanced degrees
on a part-time basis.

In electronics, a number of larger U. S. semi-
conductor firms—for example, Intel, which has
also been a leader in the Semiconductor Indus-
try Association’s research cooperative—have
instituted programs of on-the-job training for
personnel at a variety of levels. Almost all
semiconductor manufacturers evidently pro-
vide some training, but the intensity and length
of the programs vary from company to com-
pany. Continuing education for electronics and
computer engineers in Silicon Valley is readily
available for students who can meet the en-
trance requirements of schools like Stanford
or the University of California at Berkeley;
Stanford has also pioneered interactive televi-
sion links enabling it to offer in-plant courses
throughout the area. However, local electronics
companies—with a few notable exceptions like
Hewlett-Packard—have had little involvement
with secondary-level public education in Sili-
con Valley, and most of the interactions with
universities seem to center on the elite institu-
tions where faculty consulting strengthens ties
with industry. 28

Semiconductor firms are not alone in offer-
ing in-house training to their employees. Some
electronics manufacturers report that, during
their initial year on the job, new employees
spend up to 7 hours per week in formal course-
work. 29 Hughes Aircraft’s training program for
new graduates in electrical engineering is espe-
cially comprehensive. so Bell Laboratories and
IBM are also well-known for continuing educa-
tion and training; low employee turnover at
large companies like Hughes or IBM favors in-
vestment in human resources just as it does in

—
z~’he  figure was 13 percent for 1978. A somewhat larger nun]-

ber took non-credit courses of various kinds, See “13a ttelle Studj
Shows 80 Percent of Organizations Support Continuing Edu(;a-
tion for S(:ienti9ts,  Engineers, ” Information From Battelle,  Mar,
5, 1980.

ze[Jseern, op. c lt.,  pp .  ~-12

‘Q’’ Employment in the [J, S E]ectroni(;s  In{justry,  Volume I,”
prepared for OTA by Sterling Hohe  (;orp.  under contract No,
033-1210, p. 234.

30 See R. Connoll}, “(companies Still Short of EES, ” L’lectr(jni[;.s,
hlay  19, 1982, p. 105.

Japanese electronics firms. In contrast, smaller
U.S. semiconductor manufacturers may have
annual personnel turnovers of 35 percent or
more; such companies are understandably re-
luctant to devote resources to training men and
women who may then jump to competing
firms. High turnover rates in electronics hold
for grey-collar technicians as well as engi-
neers.31

In contrast, organizations like Bell Labora-
tories can finance continuing education for em-
ployees—even send them back to school full
time—with less fear that people will quit once
they have a new M.S. or Ph.D. in hand. In part,
this is simply because many engineers and sci-
entists view Bell Labs as an exciting and pres-
tigious place to work; for some, it is more a goal
than a stepping stone, Bell supports part-time
graduate study at local universities, as well as
full-time, on-campus programs at a number of
leading engineering schools; the company also
offers a variety of in-house training activities,
plus a tuition reimbursement plan for employ-
ees pursuing undergraduate or vocational
training. 32

While it is thus true that a considerable num-
ber of American engineers and scientists elect
to take additional academic coursework, many
individuals make such commitments independ-
ently, often with little or no encouragement
from their employers. Smaller companies, and
some large ones, often feel that they cannot af-
ford to support such efforts–i.e., that the pay-
back would be insufficient. As the NSF/DOE
study notes:33

At present, continuing education is a frac-
tionated, uncoordinated set of operations in
which academia, industry, professional soci-
eties, and individual entrepreneurs pursue
their own individual paths in response to what
they perceive as their individual needs. There
has been virtually no Federal support for con-

3] See R. W. C~nl~rf~rd,  “Automation i]r[)mis[~s  T() tighten the
Fie]d-Service  I,oad,  ” Electronics, Apr. 7, ]982,  p. 110, “i”hese  turr~-
o~er rates are good eviden[:e  that personnel sbortages  ha~’e  heen
real an[i ac ut [!.

32’’ Educational opportunities at Bell I,ahs, ” Education Center,
He]]  I,aboratories,  Holmdel,  NJ,, 1 9 8 1 .

33’’ Science and Engineering Education for the 1980’s  and Ilw
yond,  ” op. cit,,  J). !I[i.
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tinuing education, in part because the costs of
industrial programs have been regarded as
business expenses.

Because retraining for midcareer engineers
and skilled workers will be increasingly impor-
tant in the years ahead, particularly in view of
the aging of the American labor force, the Fed-
eral Government may need to reconsider its in-
volvement.

The Government already plays an important
role as direct employer. In 1978, nearly 90,000
engineers worked for the Federal Government,
about 6 percent of the country’s total engineer-
ing labor force. Many are employed by the De-
partments of Defense and Energy, and the Na-
tional Aeronautics and Space Administration.
The Air Force alone faces a shortage of over
1,000 engineers; if the Nation’s defense budget
is to increase during the 1980’s as planned, de-
mand for engineers—both within the Govern-
ment and among defense contractors—will
swell even further. Some have argued that engi-
neering manpower shortages could jeopardize
the country’s security. 34  As one response, t he
Defense Communications Agency is planning
a National Science Center for Communications
and Electronics, intended to help cope with the
shortfall in the defense community. Funded
with the aid of corporate contributions, t he
Center, to open in 1983, will develop educa-
tion and training courses for participating sec-
ondary schools and universities. as

Over the past several decades, nearly half o f
all U.S. engineering students have received
financial assistance of one sort or another from
the Federal Government. Funds for laboratory
equipment intended for teaching and research,
as well as for curriculum development, h a v e
come from Washington—for science and en-
gineering, principally through the National
Science Foundation. Tight Federal budgets for
education may have the unfortunate conse-
quence of shrinking the pool of graduates in

s4’’Testimony of Gen. R. T. Marsh, Commander of Air Force
Systems Command,” Engineering Manpower Concerns, hearing,
Committee on Science and Technology, House of Representa-
tives, Oct. 6, 1981, p, 11. Perhaps one-quarter of the country’s
engineers work in defense-related fields.

‘s’’ The NSCCE: A New National Program, ” Electronics, Dec.
29, 1981.

engineering and science, and their quality, at
a time when the United States already finds
that it does not have enough skilled profes-
sionals to staff its commercial industries or
meet its military needs,

University and Continuing
Education In Japan

If Japanese secondary school students study
mathematics and the sciences more extensively
than their counterparts in the United States,
at the university level Japan’s educational sys-
tem is inferior. Postsecondary education ex-
panded rapidly over the postwar period; many
private colleges were founded, some with low
standards. While the small group of elite uni-
versities provides more rigorous training, they
have faced the same criticisms as Japanese sec-
ondary schools—excessive rel iance on rote
learning and the acquisition of facts, rather
than more general skills in analysis and synthe-
sis. In neither science and mathematics, nor
in engineering, does the quality of university-
level  educat ion in Japan match that  in  the
United States.

Engineering

Elec t r i ca l  eng inee r ing  s tuden t s  i n  J apan
spend many hours in the classroom and labora-
tory, and take a series of courses rather like that
of Americans, but Japanese companies contin-
ue to find graduates unprepared to go to work,
while faculty members point to major weak-
nesses in curricula. 36 Programs in engineering
and computer science leave little room for un-
structured or independent learning. Electives
are limited. Students tend to work in groups;
according to critics, this fosters conformity at
the expense of creativity and individual initia-
tive. The education that Japanese college stu-
dents  receive outside their  technical  f ields,
moreover, is less demanding than here. Defi-
ciencies in higher education are among the rea-
sons that Japanese companies place great stress

S6S. Tubbs,  “E]ectrica]  Engineering at Kyoto University, ” ~n~f-
neering Education, May 1982, p. 812; T. Sugano, ‘‘Preparation
of New Electronics Professionals in Japan: Note for Presenta-
tions Given at the Japan Society Meetings of May 1, 1981, in
Palo Alto, Calif.,  and of May 4, 1981, in New York. ”

.
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must, simply to bring
satisfactory level of

Far fewer engineering students in Japan go
on to the graduate level—either M.S. or Ph.D.
—than in the United States. Table 69 illustrates
the stress on undergraduate training and the
compara t i ve ly  sma l l  number s  i n  g r adua t e
school. In 1980, undergraduate enrollments in
Japanese engineer ing programs were a lmost
the same as those in the United States, but the
number of graduate students was about four
times less.37 Those students who do choose to
attend graduate school find that—as in under-
graduate programs-course work and research
are less rigorous than in American universities.

As the figures in table 69 suggest, while aca-
demic competition is keen at secondary levels,
with Japanese students vying for places in the
most  prest igious universi t ies ,  postgraduate
training brings few rewards. Because corpora-
tions in Japan rely heavily on in-house training
to impart job-related skills, and because re-
search does not have the prestige that it car-
ries in the United States or Europe, Japanese
engineers have little incentive to go on to grad-
uate school. Patterns are similar in other pro-
fessions. Graduate work in business or law is
a popular road to career advancement in the

’37A m~rl(:~ I] en~l n~erl n~ SC}1OO1S  enrolled 72,600 NI .S. and
Ph. I).  students in IWO, about 40 percent on a part-time basis–
“En~ln~erin~  Enrollments, Fall 1982, ” op. cit. Although onl}f
337,800 under~raduates were enrolled in Japanese en~ineerin~
s(:ho{)l\  compared  to nearl~’ 400,000 in the Uniteri  States, the
r~ten t ion rate is much higher in Japan. Once admitted, Japanese
students face far fewer hurdles than Americans, and a higher
[Jer{  f~ntage  Rraduate.

Table 69. —Enrollments in Japanese
Colleges and Universities

N u m b e r  o f  s t u d e n t s ,  1 9 8 0

Jun io r Technical ‘-

c o l l e g e col lege Univers i ty M.A./M.S Ph.D

Engineer ing 20,100 46,300 337,800 14,900 2,400

Physical
s c i e n c e . 54,600 3,740 2,590

Al l  other
programs 346,100 — 1,349,100 17,160 13,210

Total 366,200 46,300 1,747,500 35,800 18,200

S O U R C E  ‘Kagaku  GIIutsu  Benran ~lndlcators  of Science  and Technology
Kagaku  G!jutsucho  Kelkakukyoku  (Science and Technology Agency,
Planwng  Bureau  1981 pp 100103

United States, but not in Japan, where business
schools are virtually nonexistent and lawyers
form a miniscule part of the labor force.

Continuing Education and Training

Despite the self-criticism that Japanese level
at their institutions of higher education, the
performance of  the country’s  engineers  and
scientists across many fields, along with the
demonstrated competitiveness of Japanese cor-
porat ions  in  high-technology industr ies  l ike
electronics, demonstrates that the system, tak-
en as a whole, functions well. Indeed, some of
the self-criticism appears to be no more than
a mechanism for urging people and organiza-
tions to greater efforts.

Deficiencies in universities are at least par-
tially offset by informal mechanisms for self-
educat ion,  as  well  as  company-run training
programs. western observers repeatedly note
that men and women in Japan are voracious
readers with a strong penchant for self-study,
The average Japanese not only spends more
time reading than the average American, but
more of what he reads is job-related. The spread
o f  q u a l i t y  c o n t r o l  m e t h o d o l o g i e s  t h r o u g h
Japanese industry, outlined in chapter 6, de-
pended heavily on self-study through books,
magazines ,  and radio and TV broadcast ing.
The nat ional  broadcast ing company,  NHK,
transmits  nearly a  hundred educat ional  pro-
grams to attentive audiences each week, in-
c l u d i n g  t h e  p o p u l a r  “ s c i e n c e  c l a s s r o o m ”
series.

Japan’s Government also provides free train-
ing for recent high school graduates, as well
as for workers who need improved skills before
they can join or rejoin the labor force, Over the
years, courses taken by those in the second cat-
egory—adults already in the job market—have
expanded greatly. They fill many of the same
functions for  smaller  companies as  the in-
house training programs conducted by large
corporations. Data collected by the Ministry of
Labor indicate that more than 200,000 trainees
were enrolled in publicly supported vocational
programs in 1977, although the content of these
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programs has been criticized for not keeping
up with the needs of industry. 38 

Company-Run Training Programs

Internal training and continuing education
comprise an integral part of organization and
management  in  larger  Japanese companies .
This is perhaps the most fundamental differ-
ence between the Japanese and American ap-
proaches to technical education. While many
American corporations engage in such activ-
ities, Japanese programs are much more com-
prehensive, Developed in part to compensate
for deficiencies in formal education, training
has evolved to complement employment pat-
terns in which many employees spend their en-
tire careers within a single organization.

Of course, not all Japanese firms or workers
fit this pattern. Table 70 shows that big com-
panies provide much more training than small.
One reason is that managers are generally ro-
tated within large organizat ions,  a  pract ice
often accompanied by study programs. More
important, long-term employment within a sin-
gle firm—sometimes called “lifetime” employ-
ment—is the rule only in the major corpora-
tions (and then only among male employees).

While  t ra ining programs within Japanese
companies generally impart specialized skills—
e.g., computer programing—they serve other
purposes as  well ,  purposes that  may seem
paternalistic or coercive to Western observers.

S8H. Shimada, “The Japanese Employment System, ” Japan In-
stitute of Labor, Industrial Relations Series, Tokyo, 1980, p. 21.

Table 70.—Distribution by Size of Japanese Firms
Providing In-House Training

Size of company by Proportion of companies with
number of employees training programs (as of 1974)

1,000 or more employees . . 95.1 0/0
500-999 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85.3
300-499 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75,9
100-299 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58.8
30-99 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26.3
5-29 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.1
All firms . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41 .3 ”/0
SOURCE’ H. Shlmada, ~fre Japanese Ernployrner?f  System, Japan Institute of

Labor, Industrial Relations Series, Tokyo, 1980. Based on data from
Ministry of Labor, J)gyonai  Kyoikukunren  JisshI  Jokyo  Chosa  (Survey
of lntra-F!rm  Vocational Tra!ning  and Education), 1974

For example,  corporat ions  re ly  on in-house
training to help build a sense of loyalty to the
group and to  the  organizat ion.39 The  wide ly
remarked cooperative spirit of Japanese em-
ployees is no accident.

well-known features of Japanese organiza-
tional structures such as quality control circles
also serve a training function, one in which the
informal elements—and the stress  on inter-
group cooperation—are at least as important
as any knowledge imparted. In an unusually
comprehensive program in a Japanese automo-
bile plant, engineers teach other employees in
a “workshop university.” 40 After completing an
extensive program of  af ter-hours  s tudy—2
years or more, with no special remuneration—
the workshop university graduate is rewarded
with a certificate from his section chief. The
aim is not only to improve individual skills, but
to keep employees intimately involved in day-
to-day matters  that  affect  productivi ty and
manufacturing efficiency—ranging from work-
place organization, job flows, and task descrip-
tions to interpersonal relations.

Among the most systematic of the industrial
training programs in Japan have been those de-
veloped by leading manufacturers of electron-
ics and electrical equipment, Since the 1920’s,
firms such as Mitsubishi Electric and Matsu-
shita have been known for recruiting promis-
ing young employees directly from high school,
and giving them extensive and formalized in-
house t raining.”  Such programs emerged in
response to shortages of qualified workers in
the aftermath of World War I. Japan’s Govern-
ment fostered universal primary education, but

soFor a detailed analysis of training within a Japanese bank,
see T. P. Rohlen, For Harmony and Strength: ]apanese  White-
Collar Organization in Anthropological Perspective (Berkeley,
Calif.: University of California Press, 1974). In the bank studied
by Rohlen, some of the training programs emphasized technical
skills while others were directed at “character building. ” Both
varieties were designed to help integrate workers into the cor-
porate community. Over the course of a year, about one-third
of the staff went through one or more programs at the bank’s
own training institute,

For a comprehensive treatment of training practices at Toyota,
see R. E. Cole, Work  A40biiity,  and Participation (Berkeley, Calif.:
University of California Press, 1979).

m Work Mobility, and Participation, op. cit., pp. 183-184.
A: Levine and Kawada, op. cit., p. 267.
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during that period gave little attention to sec-
ondary schooling. Vocational training was left
to the private sector ,  where companies de-
signed their own programs to train the workers
needed for expansion and industrialization. If
the government had pursued a more compre-
hensive manpower policy, including the sup-
port of secondary and vocational education,
Japanese firms probably would not have moved
so far in this direction.

Initially, then, internal training was a direct
response to shortages of skilled labor, and ef-
fort was directed at blue- and grey-collar work-
ers rather than managers or engineers. Despite
vast improvements in Japanese secondary ed-
ucation since the 1920’s, most large companies
retain—indeed have cont inued to  develop—
these programs. Many operate their own edu-
cational institutes; Hitachi, for instance, main-
tains two, sending graduates of technical high
schools for year-long courses of study. 42 T h e
company, which is not untypical, also offers
a large number of specialized training courses
on an ad hoc basis. Hitachi has given more
than 1,000 over the past two decades (some
many times); they include foreign languages
and topics in management,  with special ized
subjects such as international business avail-
able for executives. As Students in a typical
course spend 30 hours in the classroom and
twice that on outside assignments; the average
ski l led worker  or  technical  professional  a t
Hitachi takes two such courses a year,

It is difficult to compare the direct costs of
such activities with the corresponding benefits
to the firm. But even in large organizations
with extensive training programs, such as Toy-
ota, expenditures reportedly total less than 1
percent of salaries and wages.44 The returns—
tangible  and intangible—appear  substant ial .

4ZR, ~)ore, ~rjtj.$~  Fa(;torJ,—/apanese  Factory  (Berkeley, Calif.:
(Jnl\ersity  of California Press, 1973), p. 65,

4shf.  A. M agu i N;, “Personnel in the Electronics [ndustr~’:
United States and Japan,” ~)repared  for OTA under contract  No.
033-1360, pp. 54-56, (In training for managers in Japan, see T.
Amaya,  “Human Resource De\’e]opment  in Industry,)’ Japan In-
stitute of Labor, I ndustrializerl  Relations Series, Tokyo, 1983,

 21-24.
44 ~$’~r~, ,k~o~]jjj~~r,  an f] IJarticjpafjon, Op. cit., p. 1 ~5.

International Differences in
Education and Training

A principal conclusion from the preceding
sections is that, while American universities
continue to provide an excellent education for
this country’s engineers and scientists—as wit-
nessed by the large numbers of foreign gradu-
ate students who come here to study—the aver-
age American high school or college graduate
is poorly prepared to function in a technologi-
cally based society. Compared to their counter-
parts in a number of other advanced industrial
nations, American students get less training in
mathematics and science, and even if they
study these subjects, learn virtually nothing
about technology.

Deficiencies in mathematics are particularly
serious. Mathematics acts as a filter at the en-
trance to many careers, Although the impor-
tance of mathematics to the practice of engi-
neering is sometimes exaggerated, a high level
of competence relative to the average is needed
to complete a degree program. A student who
does not master algebra and trigonometry in
high school drops immediately into the class
of those needing remedial work; he or she will
not be admitted directly into a university pro-
gram in engineering or science, Those with de-
ficiencies who try to catch up often fail. Part
of the problem is simply that as many as one-
fourth of high school teaching posts in mathe-
matics are currently vacant, and a comparable
fraction are filled by individuals only temporar-
ily certified to teach, many of them marginally
qualified at best.45 Industry has hired away
many high school mathematics teachers at at-
tractive salaries, in part to fill vacancies for
computer programmers and systems analysts.

The American educational system also does
a poor job of preparing those who do not go
to college. Even among high school graduates,
functional illiteracy is common (estimates for
the population as a whole range around 20 per-
cent). Vocational education and training vary

4s” A Science Dean Describes Teaching as in Sorry State,” New
}’ork ‘~imes, hfar.  6, 1982, p. Cl, Shortages of teachers in science
as well as mathematics appear to be worsening; see Science and
Engineering Education: Ihta and Information, op. cit., p. 7.
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widely in quality; excellent programs and in-
adequate ones can be found virtually side-by-
side. 46 Other countries have developed more
coordinated and comprehensive approaches to
vocational training, with benefits both to indi-
vidual workers and to industry. 47

Skilled technical workers are a vital resource
for the U.S. electronics industry, and deficien-
cies throughout the middle levels of the Ameri-
can labor force could constrain the future
growth and development of semiconductor and
computer firms, as well as companies in other
high-technology fields. Technicians, designers
and draftsmen, and field service personnel
must be literate, have basic quantitative and
technical skills, and, ideally, understand some-
thing of the logic of the systems they work with.
Without such abilities, they cannot use ad-
vanced production and R&D equipment to
greatest effect, nor exercise sound judgment
in the technical problems they face on a day-
to-day basis. Individuals without these skills
have little upward mobility; an assembly line
worker needs at least some quantitative facility
to be able to move into jobs such as machine
repair, quality control and inspection, or shop-
floor supervision.

%ee, for example, G. W. Wilbur, ‘‘Va. Vocational Education
Seen As Hindrance to Development,” Washington Post, Nov.
29, 1982.

t~he extensive system in West Germany is described in Voca-
tional ‘f’raining in the Federal Republic of Germany (Brussels:
Commission of the European Communities, 1978). See also S.
Hutton and P. Lawrence, German Engineers: ‘I’he Anatomy of
a Profession (Oxford: Clarendon  Press, 1981), pp. 94-95; and J.
M. Geddes,  “Germany Profits by Apprentice System, ” Wall
Street Journal, Sept. 15, 1981, p. 33.

The demand for grey-collar technical em-
ployees in industries like electronics is high;
one study has estimated a growth rate in the
United States of nearly 18 percent per year,
faster than the projected growth in demand for
engineers.48  But in pointed contrast to coun-
tries like Japan or West Germany, the Ameri-
can educational system has not responded in
any large-scale fashion to these needs, In Ger-
many, fully 60 percent of the labor force has
specialized training in grey-collar technical
skills, while in the United States the figure may
be as low as 10 percent.49

A scarcity of adequately trained technical
workers could be just as serious a problem for
American industries like electronics as con-
straints on capital investment or a stagnating
overall economy. Labor mobility has tradition-
ally been a mechanism for opening manpower
bottlenecks; indeed, the U.S. electronics indus-
try already depends heavily on foreign-born—
though U.S.-educated—engineers. The next
section looks more closely at the structure of
the U.S. labor market, particularly mobility,

46’’ Technical Employment Projections of Professionals and
Paraprofessiona]s, 1981 -1983-1985,” American Electronics Asso-
ciation, May 1981; see also “Testimony of Robert P. Hender-
son, Chairman and C. E. O., Itek Corp., Lexington, Mass,,  ” Fore-
casting Needs for the High Technology Industry, hearing, Sub-
committee on Science, Research, and Technology, Committee
on Science and Technology, House of Representatives, Nov. 24,
1981, pp. 61-97.

4%. J. Prais, “Vocational Qualifications of the Labour Force
in Britain and Germany, ” National Institute Economic Review,
November 1981, p. 47; response of R. H. Hayes, Business A4an-
agement  Practices and the Productivity of the American Econ-
omy, hearings, Joint Economic Committee, May 1 and 11, and
June 1 and 5, 1981, p. 46.

Supply and Mobility of Labor
Shortages of men and women with knowl- ployment” has been a policy goal for many

edge and skills at a time of high overall unem- years, the upward trend of the unemployment
ployment point to weaknesses in U.S. labor rate over the past decade has combined with
market policies, including manpower training
and adjustment assistance. so While “full em-

tion and Training Policy, ” Projected Changes in the Economy,
Population, Labor Market, and Work Force, and Their  Imwlica-.
tions for Economic Development Policy, op. cit., p. 33. During

‘For a relatively comprehensive, and critical, analysis of labor 1981, perhaps I million U.S. jobs went unfilled, while 10 million
market policies in the United States, see R. J. Vaughn, “The Job people were without work, See K, Sawyer, “1.earning  Jobs in
Development Administration: A National Employment, Educa- School, ” Washington Post, ]uly 28, 1982, p. 1,
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sporadic shortages of workers having specific
skills to create a new circumstance, one to
which the Federal Government has failed to
respond.

Over its history, the United States has seen
periodic labor shortages, for both skilled and
unskilled workers. More recently, it has begun
to seem that—even if the general quality of
American education were to remain high–the
labor market might simply not be able to supply
the right numbers of people, in the right places,
at the right time, There are a host of reasons
for such concerns, ranging from changing at-
titudes toward work, to the aging of the U.S.
population, to local constraints such as high
housing costs, * As the work force ages, and the
needs of the U.S. economy shift, retraining will
be the only way to utilize people’s talents fully.

This section asks whether the development
of the U.S. electronics industry will be con-
strained by limited supplies of engineers and
computer scientists (overall employment trends
are examined in the next chapter), together
with a related question: Are the high levels of
labor mobility that have characterized some
parts of the U.S. electronics industry essential
for continued growth and competitiveness?
The comparative neglect of training and re-
training in the United States stems in part from
the ease with which companies have been able
to hire new employees with needed skills; this
in turn has reinforced tendencies for workers
to move from job to job in search of fresh op-
portunities or higher pay. The labor market in
Japan functions much differently, There, the
system emphasizes long-term employment (for
some) and loyalty to the firm; mobility is low.
Management practices in Japan have sought
to compensate for the weaknesses of such a
system, while taking advantage of the stability
it brings; rather than looking for new people
to revitalize faltering efforts, Japanese firms
redeploy those they have.

—.—
“In Silicon Valley, a housing shortage has cfri~en  prices so high

that semiconductor firms have found it difficult to hire from out-
side the area: few candidates c a n afford to move.

— —

Overall Labor Market Trends

The labor forces of Japan and the United
States expanded swiftly during the 1960’s,
largely as a result of postwar baby booms.
Table 71 shows the rates of increase in both
countries to have been considerably greater
than in Western Europe. Japan’s labor force
grew from 49 million in 1966 to 56 million in
1979, while that in the United States went from
79 million to 105 million over the same peri-
od.51 Although Japan has experienced some
labor shortages, the relative abundance of
working-age men and women in both Japan
and the United States contributed to economic
expansion during the postwar period. Younger
workers made up an especially large propor-
tion of Japan’s labor force during the 1950’s.
During the 1970-80 period, both countries con-
tinued to experience rapid increases in their
working-age populations (table 71); growth in
their labor forces will slow during the 1980’s.

Rising employment levels in industrialized
economies over the past two decades have been
accompanied by shifts toward the service sec-
tor; agricultural employment has declined,
with manufacturing roughly stable or declin-
ing slowly (see ch. 5, fig. 32). Japan has been
something of an exception, with a rise in in-
dustrial employment coupled with a sharp
drop in agriculture; both the industrial and the
service sector grew as a result of migrations
from the farm. Such trends will continue as in-

slLabour Force ~’f~fjs~jcs 1968-1979 (Paris: Clrga 1llzatiOn fOr

Economic Cooperation and Development, 1981),  pp. 18-19.

Table 71 .—Labor Force Growth in Several Countries

Average annual increase
in labor force

1960-70 1970-80

United States . . . . . . . . 1,80/0 1.5 %
Japan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.3 1,3
West Germany ... . . . 0,3 0.7
France . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.8 1.1
United Kingdom. . . . . . 0.2 0.3
SOURCE 196070—W Galenson  and K Odaka, “The Japanese Labor Market ,“

As/a’s  New G~an(,  H Patrick and H Rosovsky (eds ) (Washington,
D C Brookings  Institution, 1976) p 590

197060—  Wor/d  Development Report 1980 (Washington, D C The
World Bank, August 1980), p 147
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dustrial employment in the advanced countries
slowly shrinks relative to services.

It is perhaps understandable that, during a
period of rapid overall labor force expansion
and continuing movement into services, the
U.S. Government paid little attention to man-
power policies: the economy was growing rap-
idly; periods of high unemployment were
viewed as transient; people could take advan-
tage of a relatively broad range of oppor-
tunities. The situation today is much different:
aggregate expansion has slowed; the skills
needed by industry are more specialized; un-
employment has become persistent. Current
unemployment is especially troubling because
it is caused in part by mismatches between the
capabilities of people looking for work and the
jobs available; in such circumstances, more
rapid aggregate expansion may do little good,
and may even be impossible if growth indus-
tries cannot hire the people they need.

Personnel Supplies for the
U.S. Electronics Industry

In the United States, shortages of software
engineers and semiconductor designers have
been heavily publicized over the past few years.
Not only has demand been high—even through
the deep recession of 1982—but warnings of
longer term shortfalls have been common. One
educator predicted that American schools will
graduate a cumulative total of 70,000 new B.S.
degree-holders in electrical engineering and
computer science over the period 1982-85,
while nearly 200,000 will be needed.52  As dis-
cussed in the next chapter, demand for com-
puter service technicians is expected to dou-
ble during the current decade, with job open-
ings for programmers and systems analysts go-
ing up almost as fast.

A number of job-market surveys and esti-
mates of aggregate demand for engineers have
been conducted in the recent past. The Labor
Department estimated that in 1980 there were
17,000 unfilled entry-level engineering posi-
—.——

5“’Congress  Warned of Shortages in Electric], Computer En-
gineers, ” Electronic News, Nov. 23, 1981, p, N. The rather alarm-
ist estimates were those of K. Willenbrock, Southern Methodist
University.

tions throughout the Nation. Other estimates
have ranged up to 25,000.53 NSF’s projections
for engineers together with scientists indicate
that the total supply of new graduates should
meet the demand by the end of the decade.
However, NSF may be overestimating the ex-
tent to which scientists can function in engi-
neering jobs; in any case, shortages are an-
ticipated even by NSF in the computer field,
for statisticians, and in several engineering
specialties. About one-third of the 1.4 million
job openings in science and engineering over
the 1978-90 period are expected to be computer
related (including programmers). Despite NSF’s
relative optimism, other forecasts—admittedly
often conducted by or for industry, and thus
perhaps skewed by the preference of compa-
nies to be able to pick and choose when hir-
ing new employees —have projected massive
shortages of engineers, perhaps as many as
300,000 by 1990.54 All such forecasts should be
approached with considerable skepticism.
None of the methodologies—whether based on
simple trend analysis, on survey techniques (as
for many of the engineering manpower stud-
ies), or on econometric models (as used by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics)—has a good record
for projecting employment; there are too many
imponderable.

While forecasts and projections can warn of
possible future shortages, insight also comes
from current levels of unemployment in some
occupations. Unemployment rates have been
remarkably low in technical fields. During
1980, when overall U.S. unemployment aver-
aged about 7 percent, only 0.6 percent of com-
puter specialists found themselves out of
work. 55 The unemployment rate for engineers

5sHenderSon, op. cit., p. 63.
5tHenderson,  Op. cit., p. 66; “Science and Engineering Educa-

tion for the 1980’s and Beyond, ” op. cit., pp. 48-50, 60; M. A.
Harris, “Manpower Surveys Continue to Disagree,” Electronics,
July 28, 1983, p. 108. NSF concludes that interfield mobility–
particularly influxes of those trained in mathematics—will mit-
igate but not eliminate the shortage of computer specialists. One
potential problem is that, even if the total supply of engineers
roughly meets the demand, small firms with limited resources
may still be unable to hire new people.

65NatiOnal  patterns  of Science and Technology Resources 1982,
NSF 82-319 [Washington, D. C.: National Science Foundation,
March 1982), p. 68. This amounts to only 2,000 people. While
unemployment rates for professionals of all types are normally
well below the overall unemployment rate, the 0.6 percent figure
for computer specialists is unusually low.
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(as a group) in 1980 was less than 1 percent;
engineering unemployment averaged 1.8 per-
cent over the decade of the 1970’s, a period that
included the aerospace “collapse, ” when the
unemployment rate for engineers reached 2.9
percent. 56 Aggregate unemployment levels dur-
ing the decade averaged 6.2 percent, more than
three times as high.

The persistence of unemployment rates far
below the national average indicates that an
“oversupply” of new graduates in engineering
is unlikely. And, while mathematicians and
physical scientists, as well as engineers, may
sometimes have trouble finding the jobs they
consider most desirable, men and women with
training in such fields can move into a wide
variety of occupations; many scientists even-
tually find themselves practicing engineering.
It is hard to argue that the United States could
have too many graduates of science, mathe-
matics, or engineering curricula.

Data on salaries and job offers for new engi-
neering graduates provide additional evidence
of high demand. In 1981, engineers made up
only 8 percent of new college graduates, but
received more than 65 percent of all job of-
fers—and at starting salaries twice as high as
for those in the humanities.57 Salary offers to
engineers and scientists rose at higher rates
than for other categories of graduates through-
out the 1970’s, Demand remained high even
during the recession of 1981-82 .58

Another indicator of personnel shortages is
mobility across disciplines—the number of peo-
ple who switch to fields other than those in
which they got their formal education. Much
of the demand for computer specialists has
been filled by men and women with training
——

‘Science Indicators— 1980, op. cit., p, 320. The peak year for
unemployment among engineers was 1971.

57P, Abelson, “Industrial Recruiting on Campus, ” Science,
Sept. 25, 1981, p. 1445. The data comes from a survey by the
College Placement Council covering more than 60,000 offers to
new recipients of bachelor’s degrees. The salary data also points
out the big differences between industrial and academic start-
ing salaries,

SaI n 19Fj2, two.th  irds of computer and office equipment fi rnls
surveyed b}’ NSF reported difficulty in hiring electrical and com-
puter engineering graduates, as opposed to 95 percent in 1981,
See “EEs  Still Needed, Though Shortage Has Eased, Says NSF,”
Electronics, Jan, 13, 1983, p. 69.

in mathematics, engineering, and the physical
sciences; fewer than one-third of those work-
ing as computer professionals have degrees in
computer fields. 59  High turnover rates are part
of the same picture; as noted earlier, turnover
has been rapid among both engineers and tech-
nicians in the U.S. electronics industry.

Regardless of  uncertaint ies  in the projec-
tions, then, few people are worrying that the
United States will have too many engineers in
the years ahead; capable individuals with train-
ing in engineering comprise one of the most
employable parts of the labor force. The pros-
pects of shortage are real in the sense that var-
ious projections differ mostly in the magni-
tudes of the shortfalls predicted.

In contrast to the wide public awareness of
potential shortages of engineers and computer
scientists, supplies of grey-collar manpower
have received remarkably little attention. Thus,
it is impossible to discuss needs for techni-
cians, service personnel, and other skilled
workers in quantitative detail. But the situation
for machinists illustrates the kinds of problems
to be expected. The Bureau of Labor Statistics
estimates that annual job openings will average
22,000 over the near future; meanwhile, in 1978
only 2,300 machinists completed registered
programs of apprentice training.60 

The Question of Mobility

Lateral mobility helps moderate sporadic
shortages of workers with particular sets of
skills. Just as clearly, individuals can only move
within a limited realm; a surplus of physicists
might help compensate for a scarcity of com-
puter engineers, but few biologists would be
able to function in such jobs.

‘9’’ Science and Engineering Education for the 1980’s and Be-
yond, ” op. cit., p. 39. This reflects in part the slow development
of academic programs in computer science and engineering.

‘%. Qualtrough  and J. Jablonowski, “Filling the Need for Skilled
Workers, ” American Machinist, June 1979, p, 131. But see also
N. H. Rosenthal, “Shortages of Machinists: An Evaluation of
the Information, ” ltlonth)~r labor Retiew,  ]uly 1962, p. s r. Ai-
though the electronics industry employs machinists, far greater
numbers work in heavier manufacturing industries, Regardless
of the statistics, a good deal of anecdotal evidence bears out the
difficulty that manufacturing firms of all types have had in find-
ing journeyman machinists, tool and die makers, and other
skilled craftsmen.
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American workers move within and across
technical fields further and more frequently
than their counterparts in other industrial na-
tions. Managers and technical professionals
change jobs much more often in the United
States than in Japan;  mobil i ty is  greater  in
Europe than in Japan, but still considerably less
than here .61 In the U.S. electronics industry,
turnover has been high among unskilled work-
ers, where unions have been weak, as well as
among those whose abilities have been in high
d e m a n d .

The effects  of  labor  mobil i ty  cut  several
ways. It is little solace to a firm losing key peo-
ple i f  they star t  a  new enterprise that  con-
tributes to U.S. competitiveness. At the same
time, organizations with low rates of person-
n e l  t u r n o v e r — i n  a n y  c o u n t r y — m u s t  g u a r d
against stagnation, find ways to generate new
ideas; this is one of the reasons for internal
training and job rotation programs in Japan,
The pluses and minuses of high or low rates
of labor mobility depend on factors such as
rates  of  technological  change,  current  eco-
nomic conditions, and corporate strategies.

Patterns of mobility across industries and
countries depend, among other things, on in-
centives such as promotion policies and wage/
benefit packages; managements have consid-
erable latitude in tailoring these to enhance or
discourage turnover .  Government  programs
dealing with adjustment—e.g. ,  t raining and
retraining, unemployment assistance—also act
as incentives or disincentives. While gener-
alizations emphasizing cultural differences are
sometimes advanced to explain mobility pat-
terns in the United States as compared to Ja-
pan, examining incentives—and the ways in
which public policies affect them—provides a
sounder  basis  for  understanding.  Although
Japan’s labor force tends to be less mobile than
that of the United States, a good deal of varia-
tion exists across industries and firms in b o t h
countr ies .

~lon  West Germany, see German Engineers: The Anatomy of

a Profession, op. cit., p. 48ff.

Labor Force Mobility in the United States

The United States draws strength from the
mobility of its labor force, not only in mod-
erating skill shortages, but as a stimulus to in-
novation, technology diffusion, and entrepre-
neurship. New firms in rapidly growing seg-
ments  of  electronics—semiconductors ,  com-
puter software and peripherals—are often built
around engineers and managers who leave one
company to start another. On the other hand,
rapid s taff  turnover ,  as  pointed out  above,
works against company-run programs of edu-
cation and training. In part to counteract the
a t t r ac t i ons  o f  en t r ep reneu r i a l  ven tu re s ,  a
number of large and successful American elec-
t ron i c s  f i rms—inc lud ing  Hewle t t -Packa rd ,
Texas Instruments ,  and IBM—have adopted
personnel  policies aimed at  retaining their
employees. Likewise, merchant manufacturers
such as National Semiconductor and Intel at-
tempted to maintain staffs and avoid layoffs
during the semiconductor sales slump of 1981-
82. In this regard, American electronics man-
ufacturers  are quite  consciously emulat ing
their Japanese competitors.

Still, white-collar mobility has been a sine
qua non of the more dynamic merchant semi-
conductor firms, which have competed aggres-
sively for both technical and managerial talent,
Silicon Valley manufacturers have offered a
wide range of  benefi ts ,  including extensive
recreational facilities, to recruit white-collar
professionals. Some have even paid bounties
to employees who bring in new people, pros-
pects for rapid advancement—and the lure of
someday getting in on the ground floor of a
new organization—have helped attract mana-
gers and engineers, as has the California set-
ting, The mobility of talented people has helped
diffuse electronics technology, contributing to
rapid commercialization of new developments
—which in turn has helped build an interna-
t i o n a l l y  c o m p e t i t i v e  i n d u s t r y .  

The lawsuits occasionally filed against ex-
employees by firms seeking to prevent leakage
of their technology are among the more strik-
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Many electronics technicians get their original training
in the military

ing illustrations of the relation between person-
nel mobility and technology diffusion, Moto-
ro l a ’ s  unsucces s fu l  1968  ca se  aga in s t  ex -
ecutives who went over to Fairchild was an
early example. In 1980, Intel sued a group of
former employees who left to start a company
named Seeq; the basis of Intel’s suit, which
ended in a negotiated settlement, was that the
ex-employees intended to base part of their
business  on t rade secrets  deal ing with the
design and manufacture of  large-scale  pro-
g rammab le  ROMs  ( r ead  on ly  memor i e s ) .6 2

Legal action to prevent technology outflows is

6ZS, R1lss~]l, ‘‘s~(;q Loses B 1[~ for R~h~arin~,”  Electronic  !we~i’s,

Jan. ’25, 1982, se{ 1, p 50

an extreme case; more commonly, firms adopt
positive programs of rewards and incentives
to keep valuable employees, Again, the semi-
conductor industry has been a leader—helped
by a working environment that many employ-
ees find stimulating. Of course, features that
help retain people also serve a company well
in attracting new employees,

Turnover has also been high among unskilled
blue-collar workers in many parts of the U.S.
electronics industry. In domestic semiconduc-
tor plants, production employees tend to be
female and ethnic. According to one estimate,
women make up 40 percent  of  the Si l icon
Valley work force, and are heavily concen-
trated in lower paying jobs; three-quarters of
a s semble r s  a r e  women  .63 In contrast to the
mobility of top-echelon managers and technical
professionals, turnover among unskilled pro-
duction workers is associated with a lack of
skills; they can be laid off during business
slumps and replaced later.

Mobility in Japan

The stereotype of Japan’s “lifetime” employ-
ment system contrasts sharply with patterns
in the U.S. electronics industry. According to
the popular view, the Japanese system ensures
job security until retirement. Also part of the
stereotype is a sequence of promotions based
largely on seniori ty rather  than meri t ,  with
employees waiting patiently to move up the pay
scale, assured of their ultimate reward. These
aspects  of  the Japanese system have been
viewed as integral parts of a company-as-family
model ,  making unions in the American or
European s tyle  superf luous.  “Enterprise  un-
i o n s , organized on a  company basis  rather
than by trade or occupation, have been seen
as part-and-parcel of a socioeconomic milieu
characterized by harmony among workers and
managers—this in turn leading to low interfirm
mobility coupled with high employee motiva-
t ion and product ivi ty .  While  pieces  of  this
model are visible within Japan’s economy, it

83R. Ho\t’~r[l, “Se(:on~ Class in Silicon Vane\,” Lt’orking
Papers, September-octoher 1981, p. 25, See also M. Chase,
4’S[;mi~;[~lld~](:tor  Firms Get Lllxccl Review on Safety in Stud!”
by (California Agenc\,  ” 11’all  Street  )ourna],  Jan. 1, 1982, p. 6.
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applies to only a minority of the labor force;
moreover, the stereotype obscures crucial de-
tails that affect the working lives of all Japa-
nese.

To begin with, labor relations were far from
smooth in Japan as recently as the 1950’s. Fur-
thermore, lifetime employment is typical only
of  large Japanese companies,  and many of
these encourage their employees to retire at a
relatively early age—commonly around 55 or
60. Afterward, many “retirees” must find new
work—which may turn out to be a part-time or
lower paying job with a subsidiary of their
former employer—because retirement benefits
are  low.64 Moreover, in small firms especial-
ly, but also in large enterprises, Japanese work-
ers do leave their jobs, Horizontal mobility—
i.e., movement from one firm to another with-
out  advancement—is fair ly common among
younger Japanese workers, particularly those
with low skills, Women seldom have much job
securi ty  or  upward mobil i ty ,  much less  the
many temporary employees that  are  another
feature of Japan’s labor market. 65 W o m e n  a r e
g e n e r a l l y  e n c o u r a g e d  t o  r e s i g n  u p o n  m a r -
r i age—cer t a in ly  a t  ch i ldb i r t h—and  i f  t hey
return have no seniority. The 3.4 million tem-
porary and day workers, men and women—ac-
c o u n t i n g  f o r  a b o u t  6  p e r c e n t  o f  t h e  w o r k
force–are the first to be let go in the event of
recession. Temporary employees provide flexi-
bility to cope with economic slumps without
laying off regular workers, The proportion of
temporary employees in Japanese manufactur-
ing firms has increased markedly since the re-
c e s s i o n  o f  t h e  m i d - 1 9 7 0 ' s .66 F u r t h e r m o r e ,

— . .
6aJapaneSe electronics firms, along with the rest Of Japanese

industry, have been under some pressure to extend retirement
ages. In the mid-1960’s, retirement in the major electronics firms
was generally compulsory at 55 to 57 for men, perhaps 50 for
women. By the mid-1970’s, many companies had extended these
ages by about 5 years. See S. Takezawa, et al., Improvements
in the Quality of Working Life in Three Japanese Industries
(Geneva: International Labour Office, 1982), pp. 66-67, 95.

IMA. H, Cook and H, Hayashi, Working Women in Japan

(Ithaca, NY.:  Cornell University Press, 1980). See also F.
Ginsbourger,  “Japan’s Dark Side,” WorM  Press Review, July
1981, p. 32.

%.-y. Lin, “Wage-Price Behavior Under External Price Shocks
and Productivity Slowdown: A U.S.-Japan Comparison, ” Discus-
sion Paper No. 402, Economic Growth Center, Yale University,
April 1982, p. 22a.

although corporations in Japan attempt to ad-
just to business downturns by reducing work-
ing hours before laying off regular employees,
when recessions deepen—as in 1974-75—they
reduce employment levels at rates quite com-
parable to those in Europe, if not the United
States. Smaller Japanese companies have sel-
dom been reluctant  to cut  back their  labor
forces.

Nor does the stereotyped picture of seniority-
based wages in  Japanese corporat ions ( the
nenko system) hold up under scrutiny. One
study finds that promotion is based on a “com-
promise” between seniority and ability, the par-
t iculars  varying considerably across  f i rms.6 7

Smaller, more rapidly growing organizations
t end  t o  emphas i ze  mer i t oc ra t i c  p romot ion ,
while older, established firms remain less will-
ing to s ingle out  talented individuals  from
others of their age group. Age and ability are,
fur thermore,  weighted different ly depending
on level, with progress in the upper ranks a
stronger function of ability. Clark concludes
that the ambiguity built into Japanese promo-
tion practices encourages people to do their
best: while promotion has generally been auto-
matic after a certain period of service, there
is also the possibility that outstanding perform-
ance wil l  be rewarded with rapid advance.
And, although the nenko system may appear
to underpay well-trained and able young work-
ers, over the longer term they can expect to at-
tain salary levels well above those in their age
bracket who have lower skills or less education;
salary profiles for older male workers in Japan
show considerable  spread.

Finally, as the Japanese labor force has aged,
employment practices have begun to change.
With the fraction of older workers increasing,
salary competition for the best qualified recent
graduates will intensify; recent surveys of hir-
ing suggest that, in certain fields, including
electronics, shortages of younger employees
are likely. Data compiled by the Ministry of

8TR. Clark, The ]apanese  Company (New Haven: Ya]e univer-
sity Press, 1979), pp. 115-116. On the development of the rrenko
system, see T, Inagami, “Labor-Management Communication
at the Workshop Level, ” Japan Institute of Labor, Industrial Rela-
tions Series, Tokyo, 1983. Inagami  also includes data on pro-
motion patterns (pp. 10-14).
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Labor indicate that younger Japanese workers
can choose between two or three entry-level
jobs, but those aged 55 and over must win out
over 5 to 10 other jobseekers to find a posi-
t i on . 68 As a result of such trends, wage com-
pression for older employees seems likely to
intensify, retirement ages may be extended fur-
ther, and the role of seniority in promotion
decisions will diminish. Generational conflict
between younger employees, for whom high
demand will push up salaries, and older work-
ers who stand to lose by comparison, may fol-
low. 69 If and when such events come to pass,
the features that now make the Japanese em-
ployment system seem unique will stand out
less.

The United States and Japan Compared

While the contrasts are often exaggerated,
Japanese and American employment practices
do lead to quite different patterns of mobility.
HOW do these interact with the structures of
the electronics industries in the two countries
to affect international competitiveness? Firms
in each nation have alternatives in seeking the
people they need. One option is to hire employ-
ees away from other companies, an approach
more likely to be successful in the United
States. An alternative is internal recruitment—
intrafirm mobil i ty—in conjunction with re-
training, an avenue particularly appropriate in
a system such as Japan’s, where people tend
to identify more strongly with the corporation
than with a vocation or profession. Still another
method of coping with shifting occupational
needs is to alter or expand the potential pool
of new entrants. Despite the vitality that the
U.S. electronics industry has drawn from em-
ployee mobility, there is no need to associate
either high mobility or a lack of mobility—in

tm(;]~rk, (jp,

 Force Characteristics and Their
Impact on Japanese Industrial Relations, ” The Paradox of Prog-
ress, 1,. F,, Austin (e(i.) (New Haven, Corm,: Yale University Press,
1976], p. 194.

and of themselves—with enhanced competi-
tiveness; nor should high mobility be consid-
ered more “modern” than low (or vice versa).
High mobility in the United States goes with
other aspects of the U.S. economy, just as low
mobility is consistent with Japan’s socioeco-
nomic environment.

Public policies influence the choices made
by corporations among the options outlined
above. Government support for training techni-
cians can enlarge the talent pool. Vigorous
manpower policies, designed to support ex-
panding sectors of an economy, will stimulate
interfirm and interindustry mobility, Tax
writeoffs for company-run programs of educa-
tion and training would encourage intrafirm
mobility, High turnover rates have made Amer-
ican corporations wary of investments in train-
ing or retraining that may pay off to their com-
petitors. “Talent raiding’’—so characteristic of
American semiconductor firms—often be-
comes the alternative.

Employment practices in the United States
may change as a result of the demographics of
aging, just as the aging of the Japanese labor
force is altering patterns in that country. As
the U.S. population grows older, continuing
education for those in midcareer—blue- and
grey-collar workers, as well as white-collar
professionals—will become a necessity, When
the labor force was expanding rapidly, employ-
ers could count on new graduates to fill many
of their needs; this is less true today, particular-
ly in light of current inadequacies in technical
education, American firms may find them-
selves emulating the internal training efforts
of their Japanese competitors, with manage-
ment practices designed to enhance a com-
pany’s human resources becoming critical
elements of corporate strategy. The remainder
of this chapter turns to questions of manage-
ment and the organization of the workplace,
ask ing—among other things—whether there
r ea l l y  i s  a  un ique ly  J apanese  app roach  t o
managemen t .
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Organization and Management

As the end of the 19th century brought rapid
economic growth and technological change to
American industry, new management tech-
niques arose to deal with shopfloor organiza-
tion. The old ways, developed during the days
of hand work, proved a poor guide to factory
production using mechanized equipment, par-
ticularly in the emerging mass production in-
dustries

Frederick W. Taylor, founder of the scien-
tific management school, is the best remem-
bered of those who pioneered new methods.70

Taylor began as an engineer at an ironworks,
and his approach to management—including
plant layout and job flows, and the man/
machine interface—reflects the bent for ration-
alization associated with his profession. While
Taylor himself, and the techniques he devel-
oped and advocated around the turn of the cen-
tury, showed considerable appreciation for the
human element in factory work, many of his
followers carried scientific management to the
extreme of treating people as another variety
of machine, Scientific management still bears
this stigma—and “Taylorism” is a dirty word
for many who associate it with the Chaplin of
Modern Times.

Taylor believed that ,  for every task i n
manufacturing, there was an optimum method
that could be “scientifically” discovered. By
reducing each job to its essential elements—
employing, for instance, the techniques of what
has come to be known as t ime-and-motion
study—the workplace was to be rationalized
and productivity maximized. Although Taylor
thought that this approach should also increase
cooperation among workers, one of the chief
criticisms of scientific management has always
been its rather mechanistic conception of the
individual, leading to an emphasis on simple,
repetitive tasks,

70F. w. TaY]Or,  Tbe PrinciP~es of Scientific Management (New

York: Norton & Co., 191 1). N. P. Mouzelis, organization and
Bureaucracy: An Analysis of Modern  Theories (Chicago: Aldine
Publishing Co., 1967), gives a useful historical overview of var-
ious approaches to organizational management.

Photo credit: kVest/nghouse

Integration of programmable robots into the
factory environment poses a new set of problems

for manufacturing industries

The idea of a scientific means for organiz-
ing factory work attracted American business-
men. New machine tools, the assembly line,
mass production of durable goods like bicycles,
home appliances, and automobiles, presented
a rapid succession of new problems; indus-
trialists eagerly embraced Taylorism as a
means of dealing with them. The management
science movement springing from Taylor’s
early work has continued to thrive and to
spread internationally; it still shapes curricula
and textbooks in American business schools
and industrial engineering programs.

The human relations approach to manage-
ment was developed primarily by industrial
psychologists, beginning a decade or two later,
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In contrast to the engineers who espoused Tay-
lorism, the human relations school stressed
peoples’ attitudes and motivation as keys to
productivity and manufacturing efficiency.
Studies in the human relations vein explored
the workplace as a social organization and the
individual employee as a member of the group;
practitioners saw their goal as fostering an ami-
cable working environment, one built around
the existing shopfloor culture. While advocates
of scientific management tended to be anti-
union, the human relations school accepted
unions as an integral part of the social system
of the factory,

Just as the reductionist tendencies of scien-
tific management have been criticized, so the
human relations approach has been faulted for
its stress on harmony to the neglect of the real
conflicts of interest characteristic of work life,
and for overemphasizing small group behavior
while failing to deal with the organization as
a whole.

Variants of these two attitudes toward man-
agement—which reflect contrasting theories of
organization—continue to proliferate. The two
are based on fundamentally different notions
of what makes organizations—whether factory,
store, or office—function, and hence on meth-
ods for improving their operation. At present,
the human relations approach has become
identified with the popular view of Japanese
management, but both schools have American
origins. This is not, of course, to say that
Americans cannot learn from foreign experi-
ence. Organizations in other countries have
adapted management practices originating in
the United States to their own needs, and it
may be time for a reverse flow into American
corporations.

Organizational Types and
Management Styles

The Manager as Professional

In the United States, management is a disci-
pline with its own graduate schools and ad-
vanced degrees; M.B.A. programs increased by
an order of magnitude over the past two dec-

ades, and now graduate more than 50,000 men
and women each year. In contrast to Japan and
Western Europe, where top managers tend to
move up from the ranks—and a few individuals
still reach high levels having started on the
shop floor-American firms, especially the
larger, publicly held corporations, have tended
to bring new employees directly into manage-
ment-track jobs. Typically graduates of aca-
demic programs in business administration,
some of them fill staff positions, others move
quickly into middle management, Thus the
management profession—with its extensive
network of specialized academic programs—
has become a principal vehicle for transmitting
and validating the techniques used in Ameri-
can business.

Management training in this country pre-
pares people for work in hierarchical organiza-
tions. Distinctions between those who plan and
those who do the work are more sharply drawn
in American corporations than elsewhere; this
division—and the equally sharp distinctions be-
tween those responsible for production, or
“operations, ” and the rest of management—
has increasingly come under scrutiny and criti-
c i sm.71 In contrast, Japanese and European
business practices are rooted in on-the-job ex-
perience and company-run training programs.
Management institutes exist, but are typically
oriented toward the needs of midcareer ex-
ecutives seeking fresh perspectives.

While the ideal types of “American” and
“Japanese” management are exaggerations that
fail to capture the variety existing within the
two countries, they nonetheless point to differ-
ing conceptions of the nature of modern orga-
nizations. The Japanese model is based on
authority stemming from tradition and social-
ization; the American approach is less personal
and more legalistic. Central to the Japanese
model are group decisionmaking, cooperation
between labor and management, and long-term
tenure in an organization viewed as analogous

TISee ch, 6. The following pair of articles in the JUIY-AUgUSt
1981 issue of the Harvard 13wsiness  Review  are typical examples
of this criticism: R, H. Hayes, “Why Japanese Factories Work, ”
p, 56, and S. C. Wheelwright, “Japan-Where Operations Real-
ly Are Strategic, ” p. 67.
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to a family. Ideally, these result in a well-
integrated system, with human resources as the
firm’s most important long-term asset.72

Decisionmaking in Japan

Symbolic of the Japanese approach is the
ringi seido (approval system), through which
middle-level personnel obtain sanction and ap-
proval from the top echelons by circulating a
document to which each person affixes his seal
or signature.73  The process yields systematic
but slow “bottom-up” decisionmaking. A deci-
sion is final once the company president adds
his seal; since many individuals participate,
there is considerable communication—if not
always true consensus—and, once the outcome
has become apparent, little uncertainty. Con-
trasts are frequently drawn between the
tendency of “individualistic” Americans to
continue pushing their own views, even after
contrary decisions by upper management, and
the Japanese case —where, as the saying goes,
“when the train leaves the station, everyone is
on board. ” The point is that whatever disagree-
ments precede the ringi decision, they are sup-
posedly buried afterwards, the policy fully sup-
ported by all.

While authority in a Japanese company is
vested in the president, employees at many
levels participate in the consensus-building
process. Not all of them have the precise and
well-defined responsibilities that characterize
job descriptions in an American corporation.
Ambiguity attaches to organizational structure
in Japan, rather than to people as in the United
States. The Japanese system does not involve
much bargaining among managers and subor-
dinates, nor is it participative in the sense often
used in the West. In contrast to U.S. practice,
where management decisions and business
planning get detailed attention, the ringi system
allows people throughout the firm to agree on
generalities, with the specifics to be worked out
later.

Group decisionmaking as embodied in the
traditional Japanese approach is a good fit with
corporate organizations that offer individual
employees considerable security and involve
them with the company outside their im-
mediate duties and working hours, Company
housing and recreational facilities, group
outings and even vacations, along with inter-
nal training programs, can all be viewed as in-
centives for building loyalty among a fairly im-
mobile labor force. In best light, the system is
“wholistic” in orientation; in worst light, it is
a sophisticated brand of industrial paternal-
ism. 74 The widespread acceptance of company
rather than craft or trade unions and the com-
paratively few days lost to strikes in Japan
(table 72) indicate that this labor-management
system—oriented toward consultation and con-
formity—has worked to the benefit of the cor-
porations that have designed and implemented
it. As table 72 illustrates, large numbers of
workers participate in strikes even in Japan,
but little time is lost because work stoppages
are short, often serving functions that are at
least partially symbolic.

Contrasts With the United States

Extensive involvement with the company
outside normal working hours and group deci-
sionmaking diverge markedly from patterns in
the United States, where—rather than spread-
ing responsibility for decisions through the
organization—top management is expected to

T4AS ]ate as Ig76, more than one-quarter of Hitachi’s ma]e em-
ployees still lived in company housing; the figure had been nearly
40 percent in 1967, See Improvements in the Quality of Work-
ing Life in Three Japanese Industries, op. cit., p. 69.

Table 72.—Work Stoppages Due to Labor Disputes
in Several Countries (1978)

Total number of Total number of
participants in employee work-days

work stoppages lost

United States . . . 1,600,000 39,000,000
72N. Hatvany and V. Pucik, “Japanese Management and pro- Japan . . . . . . . . . . 660,000 1,360,000

ductility,” Organizationa]  Dynamics, spring 1981, p. 8. West Germany . . 490,000 4,280,000
psFOr  a detai]ed description of the ringi seido, see M. y. France . . . . . . . . . 1,920,000 2,200,000

Yoshino,  Japan Managerial System: Tradition and Innovation United Kingdom . 1,040,000 9,400,000
[Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1968), pp. 254ff. SOURCE  “Japan, An International Comparison -19!30,  ” Keizai Koho Center, p. 49,
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provide leadership. Corporate cultures in the
United States give pride of place to strong-
willed executives who leave their mark on an
organization. Power, status, and privilege also
attach to Japanese executives, but with real dif-
ferences. The ability of managers to show im-
mediate results—profitability over the next
quarter being the current target of critics—is
central to the American model, group effort to
the Japanese. Well-defined and often narrow
responsibilities, centralized authority, rigidly
hierarchical organization charts—plus the pos-
sibility of swift promotion and high rewards—
characterize the “results-oriented” manage-
ment styles of American firms. Ambiguity is
viewed as  undesirable,  expert ise  cul t ivated;
men and women enter the firm as specialists
in accounting or finance, marketing or stra-
tegic planning. Individualism is tolerated,
but within well-defined bounds–witness the
“white-shirt syndrome” still hanging over com-
panies like IBM. 75 The comparatively high
levels of personnel mobility in the United
States, and the tradition of adversarial relations
between unions and management, are part of
this picture.

A further difference between Japanese and
American management practices—discussed
in more detail in chapter 6—is the emphasis
companies in Japan place on manufacturing
and its integration with the rest of the firm.
Toyota’s much-noted system of just-in-time
(kanban) production and inventory control is
only one example. Since Japanese managers
tend to rise relatively slowly through the ranks,
with periodic lateral moves, stress on manufac-
turing is perhaps natural. In contrast to the
situation in the United States, where produc-
tion—more especially quality control—has lit-
tle prestige, is even viewed as a dead-end job,
a number of Japan’s top corporate executives
began their  careers as quality control  or
manufacturing engineers.

Both Japanese and American approaches to
management have their strengths and weak-
nesses. Few corporations exhibit management

7“’I.If’e  at III M-Rules and Discipline, Goals  and Praise Shape
1 BMer\’  Taut World, ” W’ali Street Journal, Apr. 8, 1982, p. 1,

styles as clear-cut as the stereotypes suggest;
in both countries, firms have identities that
may vary from division to division as well as
changing over time. The wholistic orientation
of the Japanese style carries strong paternalis-
tic overtones, with discrimination against
women and minority groups a fundamental
part of the system.76 And, although Japanese
management is sometimes viewed as people-
oriented, personal interactions are marked by
pervasive if subtle status distinctions. Paternal-
ism does lead to job security for some fraction
of the labor force in Japan, security which is
less common in the United States, The Ameri-
can approach, while often assumed to maxi-
mize opportunity, does so in part by encourag-
ing competition—some would say to excess—
among individuals seeking advancement and
personal gain.

Comparisons of American and Japanese
management often focus on particular tech-
niques—e.g., quality control circles in Japan,
management by objectives in the United
States—rather than the schools of thought, such
as scientific management or human relations,
from which these techniques derive. But im-
provements in management seldom result from
the isolated adoption of some technique. This
quotation from a Japanese engineer points out
the difference between technique and under-
lying attitude:77

One difference I find hard to explain to my
Western colleagues is that we do exactly the
same things that the industrial engineer does
in Detroit or Pittsburgh; but it means some-
thing different. The American industrial engi-
neer lays out the work for the worker. Our in-
dustrial engineers are teachers rather than
masters. We try to teach how one improves
one’s own productivity and the process. What
we set up is the foundation; the edifice the
worker builds. Scientific management, time
and motion studies, materials flow-we do all

ToE\~~n the more b~rnus~d  commentators on the Japanese  fnod-
el, such as ouchi,  note  its racism and sexism, See W. G. Ouch 1,
Theorsr Z: HoI~  American Business Can Afeet the ]apanew  Chal-
lenge (Reading, Mass,: Addison-Wesley, 1981), p. 91.

77Quoted  in P. F. Drucker, “What We Can Learn From Japanese
Management, ” Har~ard  Business  Re\iet\’, March-April 197], I).
117.

()9  -1 1 1 0 – 83 – ? )
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that, and no differently from the way you do
it in the States. But you in the States think that
this is the end of the job; we here in Japan
believe it is the beginning. The worker’s job
begins when we have finished engineering the
job itself.

It is too easy to write off such statements as
empty philosophizing.

Worker Participation

The past decade has seen continuing interest
in industrial democracy, more so in Western
Europe than in the United States.78 Stemming
at least in part from persistent economic prob-
lems, some companies and some governments
have experimented with methods for increas-
ing the involvement of the labor force—par-
ticularly blue-collar employees—in decision-
making and work design. One aim has been to
moderate wage demands. This section outlines
several of the modes of employee participation
that have evolved in Europe, as well as the
quality control circles originating in Japan. The
purpose is to capture some of the variety of
foreign approaches, and ask how such mech-
anisms might help the productivity and com-
petitiveness of American industry. A large
number of specialized techniques for redesign
of the working environment and employee in-
volvement have been developed, both here and
overseas; no attempt has been made to describe
any except quality circles, which are covered
because they have attracted so much atten-
tion. 79

ToMuch  of the materia]  on European countries in this section
is based on A. L. Ahmuty, “Worker Participation in Manage-
ment Decision-Making in Western Europe: Implications for the
United States,” Congressional Research Service Report No.
79-136E,  Apr. 23, 1979. See also B. C. Roberts, H. Okamoto, and
G. C. Lodge, “Collective Bargaining and Employee Participa-
tion in Western Europe, North America and Japan, ” The Tri-
lateral Commission, 1979.

TgFOr  an overview of a number of these, see R. M. Kanter,
“Dilemmas of Participation: Issues in Implementing Par-
ticipatory Quality-of-Work-Life Programs, ” National  Forum,
spring 1982, p. 16. Several case studies can be found in J. A.
Fadem, “Automation and Work Design in the United States, ”
Working Paper Series No. 43, Center for Quality of Working Life,
Institute of Industrial Relations, University of California, Los
Angeles, 1982.

Participative Mechanisms

In the United States, industrial democracy
has been associated with collective bargaining
by labor unions—an interpretation of worker
participation neither so encompassing as in
Western Europe nor quite so narrow as in
Japan. While American unions have continued
to bargain over wage-benefit packages, Euro-
pean workers have succeeded in extending
their influence over workplace and organiza-
tional decisions. In some contrast, quality con-
trol (QC) circles were developed by managers
in Japan as tools for improving labor produc-
tivity and product quality. Most of the interest
in QC circles among Americans has also orig-
inated with management. If American work-
ers, particularly in companies with strong
unions, have sometimes been reluctant to em-
brace QC circles, quality-of-work-life programs
have found a better reception with labor.

The worker participation movement in West-
ern Europe is based on two presumptions: first,
that labor is just as important to production as
capital; second, that blue-collar employees have
the right to be represented in corporate deci-
sionmaking. Participatory mechanisms include
work groups at the shopfloor level, work coun-
cils at the plant or enterprise level, collective
bargaining, labor representation on boards of
directors, employee-owned enterprises, and
worker representation on socioeconomic ad-
visory bodies to governments, Beyond these
direct involvements, publicly owned compa-
nies are a longstanding fixture on the European
scene, with governments paying more or less
attention to their management depending on
political pressures and economic conditions.

At the shopfloor level, work-life programs
give employees a voice in determining how in-
dividual tasks should be performed, with the
aim of increasing job satisfaction as well as im-
proving productivity. Employee involvement
in work methods can be viewed as a reaction
against the scientific management tradition, in
which an expert—typically an industrial engi-
neer—has full responsibility for task design.
Sometimes, work-life programs reduce produc-
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tivity (as t radi t ional ly measured) ,  a sac r i f i ce
that  f i rms l ike the automobile manufacturer
Volvo appear to have accepted in the interests
of employee satisfaction, (Volvo replaced a

number of assembly lines with batch assembly
operations, giving workers more variety.)

At the enterprise or plant level in Europe,
work councils—independent of unions—give
employees a voice in codetermining a f i r m ’ s
future, Labor representatives on these councils
participate in financial and other business deci-
sions, although at the head of the agenda tend
to be matters like personnel policy, health and
safety, and shopfloor organizational practices.
American-owned companies in West Germany
have seldom been comfortable with codeter-
mination; in the United States, the few labor-
management committees that have been estab-
lished tend to have a much narrower focus, and
to be viewed primarily as vehicles for enhanced
communication. One of the best known is the
National Committee to Improve the Quality of
Work Life, established by the United Auto
Workers and General Motors in 1973. Current
economic conditions may motivate more such
experiments.

One of the most far-reaching experiments in
employee participation has been instituted in
West Germany. In the early 1970’s, the Min-
istry of Research and Technology, in coopera-
tion with the Ministry of Labour and Social Af-
fairs, began a program aimed at the “human-
ization of work, ” Based on the Work Councils
Act passed by the German parliament in 1972,
the premise is that government should not only
safeguard employee health and safety, but un-
dertake to improve opportunities for individual
development and participation in decisionmak-
ing.80 In general, the response of workers to
these initiatives seems to have been less posi-
tive than for earlier programs of codetermina-
tion, particularly in industries like electron-
ics where the workplace is already relatively

———
~’*Research  on the Humanization of Work, ” Action Pro-

gramme  of the F’ederal  Minister for Labour  and  Social Affairs
and the Federal Minister for Research and Tech nology, Dec.
No, 2181/74e.  See also Prograrnrn  Forschung  zur Homanisierung
des Arbeifslebens,  I)er  Bundesminister f u r  F’orschung  u n d
Technologies, 1979.

benign. West German workers have remained
more interested in power over matters such as
hiring and firing practices,

Blue-collar employees in the United States
have restricted their attempts to influence com-
pany policies and decisions to the traditional
concerns of labor-management relations. Un-
ion officials have been ambivalent about mov-
ing beyond questions of wages, benefits, and
working conditions—probably for fear of losing
some of the bargaining power that comes with
an adversarial stance, al In contrast to Western
Europe, participation by American workers on
boards of directors has been rare—mostly
brought on by circumstances such as Chrys-
ler’s recent financial plight. Although the many
plant closings in industries like steel have led
to proposals that employees purchase facilities
scheduled to be shut down, few such plans
have gone forward,

While collective bargaining is virtually uni-
versal in advanced market economies, there are
man y differences of form and substance, In
Japan, about 95 percent of all unions are orga-
nized on an enterprise basis.82 In addition to
collective bargaining between unions and man-
agement, negotiations take place each spring
between groups of firms and unions, The
“spring offensive “ is most visible in the steel,
electrical machinery, shipbuilding, heavy ma-
chinery, and automobile industries, as well as
public corporations (where a special mediation
committee decides on the settlement). Wage
decisions during the spring offensive help set
patterns for smaller firms. Still, compared with
the United States or many European nations,
labor in Japan has little real power.

Quality Control Circles

QC circles have been heavily publicized as
mechanisms for worker participation. Quali-
ty circles are relatively autonomous, composed

81 FOr an eva]~]at  ion of labor-manag~m~:nt  LOm m it tees 1 n tht~
United States, see K. Frieden, “Workplace Democracy and Pr(l-
ductility, ” National Center for Economic Alternatit’es,  Wash-
ington, DC.,  1980, p. 31.

““1. abor Unions and I.abor-Management  Relations, ” Japan in-
stitute  of I,abour,  Japanese Industrial Relations Series, Tok\ro,
1979.
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of a small group of workers—perhaps a dozen—
typically led by a foreman or senior employee.83

In Japan, financial incentives play a relatively
minor role, without the emphasis on prizes for
suggestions or improved performance that
some American firms have adopted. QC meet-
ings in Japanese companies are often held out-
side normal working hours, and workers may
not be paid for their time. Although the circles
now work on job-related problems beyond
quality control per se—e,g., production meth-
ods, worker training—they grew out of the
postwar stress on quality inspired by Ameri-
cans such as Deming (ch. 6). The contribution
made by Japan’s business leaders was the ex-
pansion of quality control to involve participa-
tion by virtually everyone in the firm. Employ-
ee training via circles, for example, is intended
to reduce the need for specialists in quality as-
surance and production engineering. As dis-
cussed in chapter 6, the quality and reliability
of electronic products depends on factors rang-
ing from engineering design to relationships
with suppliers; while the quality of many Jap-
anese goods is now excellent, it would be a mis-
take to attribute this to any one technique such
as the QC circle.

Cole notes that even in Japan enthusiasm
within a QC group tends to wane, and circles
need to be periodically revitalized. It would be
no surprise to find a Hawthorne effect at work
in many of the success stories involving QC
circles (i. e., a situation in which any of a wide
variety of changes in the workplace environ-
ment would improve employee motivation and
productivity, at least temporarily). The effec-
tiveness of QC circles also depends on the ex-
tent of employee identification with the com-
pany; members participate more fully if they
feel that their work is recognized and ap-
preciated within the organization. A group-
oriented Japanese corporation is more likely to
foster such attitudes than many of the Amer-
ican firms now experimenting with QC circles.

osco]e ha~carri~d  out the most systematic studies on quality
circles. The discussion below is based largely on Work+ Mobili-
ty, and Participation, op. cit., pp. 135ff. Also see R. E. Cole, “Will
QC Circles Work in the U.S.?” Quality  Progress, July 1980, p.
30; Improvements in the Quality of Working Life in Three
Japanese lnrfustries,  op. cit., pp. 76ff; and Inagami,  op. cit., pp.
31-34.

But even in Japan, QC circles are sometimes
perceived as a coercive management tool.
Overenthusiastic accounts of quality control
circles in Japan sometimes give the impression
of a panacea; in reality, Japanese firms vary
widely in the extent to which they utilize QC
circles—regardless of commitment to circle ac-
tivities, they are only one management tech-
nique among many.

Over a hundred American firms—including
General Motors, Ford, and General Electric—
have experimented with QC circles, but the
question of whether or not they will work as
well in the United States as in Japan has not
been answered. Certainly there are obstacles
here that do not exist in the typical Japanese
organization. In the U.S. context, for example,
monetary incentives may be essential; the
Lockheed program is typical in that employees
are not expected to meet after hours, or without
extra pay.84 Experience also shows that Ameri-
can middle managers must be persuaded to ac-
cept and support the QC approach, else they
may perceive the circles as challenges or as im-
plicit criticisms of past performance.

Unionized firms add another dimension.
Where QC circles have been introduced into
American companies without the consultation
and support of union leaders, they have not
been successful. Organized labor remains am-
bivalent; AFL-CIO spokesmen have felt that QC
circles could be a tool for breaking up unions,
and the evolving attitude appears negative, as

Japanese firms with plants in the United
States have generally introduced circles grad-
ually and with considerable care, if at all.
Quasar, owned by Matsushita since 1974, did
not install its first circles until 1982; the com-
pany plans to have 25 in operation by the end
of 1983.86 QC circles in Japan function in a con-

a4’’Quality  Control Circles Save Lockheed Nearly $3 Million
in Two Years,” Quality, May 1977, p. 14.

8sR. S. Greenberger, “Quality Circles Grow, Stirring Union
Worries, ” Wa]]  Street  Journal, Sept. 22, 1981, p. 29.

~Information  from Quasar. Thus far, the company views its
experience in the United States with QC circles as successful,
but perhaps not so successful as in Japan. For examples of other
experiences in electronics, see J. D, Couger,  “Circular Solutions, ”
Datamation,  January 1983, p, 135.
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text that includes enterprise unions, a relatively
immobile work force, and seniority-based wage
increases, Not all the elements in the Japanese
approach or in QC circles themselves are like-
ly to prove attractive to workers and managers
in the United States.

Japanese and American Management
Styles: How Much Difference?

Do Japanese firms operating in the United
States exhibit a distinctive management style?
Or in adapting to the new setting do they act
more like American firms? Keeping in mind
the structural differences that have been out-
lined, how different are management styles
even within Japan from those in the United
States? By comparing a foreign subsidiary both
to its parent and to local competitors, variables
of ownership and geography can be separated.
This section presents the conclusions of a study
of managerial differences among U.S. and
Japanese firms, The survey sample included
upper and middle managers from: 1) Japanese
subsidiaries of American companies, 2) Japa-
nese-owned subsidiaries in the United States,
and 3) both American and Japanese firms in
their home country. Appendix 8A, at the end
of this chapter, explores the data on national
differences in management style more system-
atically. 87

The survey results show that American- and
Japanese-owned electronics firms do not di-
verge greatly in management style. In many
respects, managerial practices were more
closely associated with geographical location
than with ownership; i.e., Japanese-owned
firms in the United States acted more like
American firms, U.S. subsidiaries in Japan
more like Japanese companies. In itself, this
should be no surprise, given that foreign sub-
sidiaries everywhere are mostly staffed by local
people. Even if upper managers come from the

WAPP. 8A, together with the summary here, is based on a report
prepared for OTA by M. A. Maguire,  It includes an independ-
ent analysis of data from a project directed by R, T, Pascale,
The subset dealing with electronics has been of primary interest
to OTA, For a discussion based on all the data, including other
Industries, see R, T, Pascale  and A, G. Athos, 7“he Art of Jaijanese
Management (New York: Simon & Shuster,  1981).
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parent, there is only so much they can i m p o r t
and implement .

The one respect in which Japanese-owned
firms in both the United States and Japan stand
out is their emphasis on employee motivation
and participation, and on diffusion of respon-
sibility through the ranks. The survey results
indicate that the anecdotal evidence on Japa-
nese concern for employee motivation reflects
a genuine distinction: in terms of the models of
management style outlined earlier, the Japa-
nese approach is closer to the human relations
pole. At the same time, the range in behavior
across both Japanese and American firms is
wide.

Japanese-owned firms stress communication
and personal interaction both horizontally and
vertically, At least some aspects of consensual
decisionmaking have been transported to the
United States, One can question the extent to
which Japanese managers accept and act on
the information received through these com-
munication channels, as opposed to using them
to manipulate opinion and impose top manage-
ment decisions. Nonetheless, in employee sur-
veys, managers in Japanese-owned firms both
here and in Japan were more often described
as sensitive to others and accessible to subor-
dinates than managers of American-owned
companies. This in itself contributes to employ-
ee motivation and satisfaction.

Such behavior patterns can be associated
with the human relations school of manage-
ment. The principal contrast with American-
owned firms is along the informal dimensions
of organizational behavior; there was little dif-
ference between the U.S. and Japanese firms
surveyed in terms of organizational hierarchy
or formal lines of communication. The distin-
guishing features of Japanese management ap-
pear to be rather intangible, matters of attitude
more than method.

U.S. subsidiaries of Japanese companies have
generally found this emphasis on human rela-
tions and employee participation to work well.
Typically, the firms surveyed have modified
management techniques imported from Japan
to fit the American context without abandon-
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ing the human relations thrust. Furthermore,
some of the best performing American firms
display a similar concern for employee par-
ticipation, with the implicit goal of giving in-
dividual workers a stake in the success of the
enterprise. While it is impossible to determine

the precise degree to which human relations-
oriented management contributes to the per-
formance of particular companies, it does ap-
pear to be a common trait in well-managed and
competitive organizations in both countries.

Summary and Conclusions

Commitment to the development and utiliza-
tion of human resources is closely associated
with corporate success, and, through this, with
industrial competitiveness. In electronics, U.S.
manufacturers have had difficulty filling crit-
ical positions in engineering; a concurrent
shortage of skilled technicians, while not so
well publicized, could prove as serious a bot-
tleneck. At present, the United States seems in
danger of falling behind other countries at
training people in the skills needed for high-
technology industries like electronics; deficien-
cies exist in both public and private sectors.
Education, provided first and foremost by the
public schools, determines the skills and
capabilities that people bring with them to the
work force. The ability to continue learning—
on the job as well as off—also depends on the
quality of that formal education. While some
American firms provide or encourage contin-
uing education and training for their employ-
ees, others do little or nothing.

Inadequacies in the education and training
of the American labor force are growing more
serious, Beginning at secondary levels, the
preparation of Americans in science and
mathematics is simply not on a par with other
industrialized nations—e.g., Japan. A smaller
fraction of U.S. college students major in
technical fields. While many American univer-
sities are, at the moment, limited in their ability
to handle greater numbers of engineering stu-
dents, a more fundamental problem is the rel-
atively small fraction of the college-age popula-
tion qualified to enter such programs. The
typical U.S. high school graduate is not only
poorly prepared in mathematics and science,
but uninformed concerning technology. Defi-

ciencies in mathematics are most serious; these
disqualify people at an early age from a broad
range of career opportunities, depriving the
Nation of a vast potential resource.

For those qualified for admittance, programs
in engineering, mathematics, and the sciences
offered by American colleges and universities
—both undergraduate and graduate—remain
unsurpassed. Nonetheless, they have slipped
relatively; engineering schools, in particular,
are suffering from a lack of qualified faculty
and from inadequate and obsolete equipment.
The pressures of expanding undergraduate en-
rollments have led to a deterioration in the
quality of education. Continued low enroll-
ments of ph. D. students mean that the short-
age of engineering teachers will continue; what
might have been a transient problem is rapid-
ly turning into a serious long-term concern.

Moreover, the average American worker is
less prepared than his or her counterpart in a
number of other countries for productive em-
ployment in industries like electronics. As a
result, the United States is heading toward
more shortages of skilled blue- and grey-collar
workers—technicians, designers and drafts-
men, engineering aides, field service person-
nel. Likewise, many white-collar jobs are filled
by people with little understanding of mathe-
matics, science, or technology—and with lit-
tle preparation for comprehending technical
subjects even on a lay basis. Meanwhile, un-
employment in the United States has been ris-
ing—in part the result of a mismatch between
what people are able to do and what needs to
be done.
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One way private firms can compensate for
deficiencies in formal education is to establish
in-house training and retraining programs; in
addition to such efforts, many American firms
support continuing education outside the com-
pany. The incentives for such efforts, however,
are lower here than in Western Europe or
Japan because of the mobility of the U.S. labor
force, The frequency with which Americans
take new jobs heightens the risk that the com-
pany will lose its investment. Nonetheless, a
number of U.S. electronics companies have de-
veloped ambitious employee training efforts,
and the semiconductor industry is developing
programs in conjunction with universities that
will help to educate new people, as well as sup-
porting the R&D base. Despite their promise,
such initiatives will not by themselves be suf-
ficient to meet the skill requirements of the
electronics industry in the years ahead, much
less the broader needs of the U.S. economy.

Government in the United States–Federal,
State, and local–has traditionally carried the
major responsibility for education and train-
ing; expanded public sector programs for train-
ing and retraining appear necessary for build-
ing the competitiveness of American industry,
As demographic forces tilt the labor force
toward greater proportions of older workers,
retraining will be essential if the talents of mid-
career employees are to be effectively utilized.
As U.S. industry continues to advance techno-
logically, workers who find themselves dis-
placed by structural change will be dependent
on retraining to find productive employment
elsewhere. As job opportunities shrink for
those with limited skills, men and women with
poorer educations, and without the developed
ability to learn on the job, will more and more
find themselves unemployable. Given the com-
petition and mobility characteristic of the
American economy, the private sector cannot
reasonably be expected to provide the needed
training and retraining; only government bod-
ies—at all levels—can take on this responsi-
bility.

The efforts of private industry begin with the
people available in the labor pool. In large
measure, the art of management lies in max-
imizing the contributions of existing and pro-

spective employees—to which end a number
of the more successful electronics companies,
in the United States as well as Japan, have
developed management systems that empha-
size employee participation. Giving individuals
a voice in decisions that affect them increases
motivation and commitment to the organiza-
tion.

Despite the vogue for Japanese management
techniques, the human relations approach is
in no way unique to Japan or to Japanese cor-
porations; the similarities among competitive
firms in Japan and the United States are more
striking than the differences. Specific mech-
anisms, such as quality control circles or labor-
management committees, appear of secondary
importance compared to less tangible signs of
attentiveness by management to the attitudes
and talents of employees.

While many U.S. corporations have devel-
oped their own brands of human resources-ori-
ented management, others could profit by more
attention to worker participation; American
managers seem to be gradually realizing that
they may be underutilizing their employees.
Table 73 shows that executives of U.S. firms
rank employee participation as the most impor-
tant single influence on productivity. Whether
they act on such beliefs is another matter; but,
of the forces that affect competitiveness, man-
agement is the most immediately amenable to
change by individual companies. A renewed
commitment by American companies to the de-
velopment and utilization of human resources
could pay large dividends in international com-
petition.

Table 73.— Rankings by American Managers of
Factors Contributing to Productivity

Factor ‘Average ranka

— .  .  .  .
E m p l o y e e  p a r t i c i p a t i o n  p r o g r a m s 3.61
Better communications . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., 4.11
Better labor-management relations ., . . . . . 4,45
Increased training . . . . . ... , ., . . . . . . . . 4.46
Quality improvement . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.81
Increased automation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.02
Productivity incentive programs ., . . . . . . . 5.13
Cost reduction programs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.01
Increased R&D ., . . ... . . ... . . . . . . . 6.28
a~a~ed on a ~Cal~ of I tO 10, ~lth I being the most ;ffectlve and 10 bel n9 the least

SOURCE ~echan/ca/  Eng/neer/ng,  September 1981
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Appendix 8A. —Japanese and American
Management Styles: A Comparison

Survey Results
A survey covering managers and other employees

in four electronics companies provides the basis for
this comparison:

●

●

●

company A 1, an American consumer elec-
tronics firm operating only in the United
States;
company J, a Japanese consumer electronics
firm with operations both in the United States
(J-A) and in Japan (J-J); and
companies A2-) and A3-J, the Japanese sub-
sidiaries of two American firms, one a manu-
facturer of computers, the other of semicon-
ductors (not necessarily in that order),

All the firms were high performers in their respec-
tive portions of the electronics industry,

The data can be grouped in several ways. For in-
stance, a geographic grouping gives: first, the two
organizations in the United States—one American-
owned (Al), and one Japanese-owned (J-A]; and,
second, the three operations in Japan—one Japa-
nese-owned (J-J] and two American-owned (Az-J,
A3-J). Alternatively, grouping the sample by own-
ership yields a set of three American-owned firms
(Al, A2-J, A3-J) which can be compared with the
Japanese-owned organizations [J-A and J-J). For
most purposes, the ownership distinction is more
illuminating, probably because top managers who
set the tone of an organization generally came from
the parent firm. In contrast, most of the middle-
level managers had been recruited locally; thus in
organization J-A they were largely Americans.

The survey covered both middle and upper man-
agers, utilizing interviews as well as written
responses. Nonmanagerial employees were also
sampled via questionnaires to gather data on job
satisfaction. The data must be interpreted with cau-
tion because of the small number of organizations.
At the same time, the survey results for electronics
come from a much larger body of data covering 10
industries; differences across industries were few,

‘This appendix is based on “Personnel in the Electronics In-
dustry: United States and Japan, ” prepared for OTA by M. A.
Maguire under contract No. 033-1360. The report includes an
independent analysis of data collected for a project directed by
R. T. Pascale,  Pascale’s own treatment, including discussion of
companies in other industries, can be found in R. T. Pascale
and A. G. Athos,  The Art of Japanese Management [New York:
Simon & Shuster,  1981),

A primary objective was to gather information on
communications and decisionmaking styles. Sur-
vey questions were designed to indicate whether
American firms differed from Japanese in the ex-
tent to which decisionmaking and communications
could be described as hierarchical and formal (the
hypothetical U.S. model) rather than informal and
cooperative (the hypothesis for Japan).

The results show that all the American-owned
firms—Al, A2-J, and A3-J—relied more heavily on
written communications, both here and abroad.
More surprisingly, firm J-A—the U.S. subsidiary of
a Japanese company—was in many respects more
“Japanese” in decisionmaking and communica-
tions than the parent organization (J-J); the data
show a greater proportion of upward communica-
tion and a lower proportion downward in the
United States than in the same firm’s home offices.
Overall, however, the survey results–table 8A-1–
showed much less variation in patterns of commu-
nication among these firms than the pure Japanese
and American models would predict. Additional
survey questions indicated that the subsidiary A2-J
is more “dependent” on its American parent, as
measured by written communications with head-
quarters, than the subsidiary J-A was on its Japa-
nese parent.

The survey results also shed light on hierarchy
and formalization in the organizational structure
of each company in terms of the size/level ratio: the
total number of employees in the organization di-
vided by the number of hierarchical levels. The
lower the size/level ratio, the more formal and hier-
archical is the firm’s structure, Again, the results
may seem somewhat surprising: the Japanese com-
pany was the most hierarchical, with its domestic
and U.S. operations scoring the same—133 (J-J) and
134 (J-A). One of the American electronics firms
measured 150 in its Japanese organization (A3-J),
little different from the Japanese-owned company,
The other two American-owned organizations had
ratios of 284 (A2-J) and 533 (Al). In other words,
none of the American firms are particularly for-
malistic or hierarchical on this measure (which can
be rather sensitive to differences in the overall size
of the companies compared). Another indicator, the
extent to which they make use of written job de-
scriptions, found the American-owned companies
ranked higher in formalization.
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Table 8A-1 .—Responses of MiddIe and Upper Managers to Questions Dealing With
Communications and Decisionmaking Styles

Companywide averages
Al J-A J-J A2-J A3-J

Questions dealing with manager’s own behavior:
Number of telephone calls and face-to-face contacts per day . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 81 69 72 24 55
Number of written communications per day . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 4 3 8 7
Hours in meetings per day ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 2.5 3 2.3 3
Percentage of calIs to those higher in the organization . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 0/0 25°/0 23°/0 14°/0 36°/0
Percentage of calls to those lower in the organization . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40% 31%  31 0 /0 56% 37°/0
Percentage of meetings with those higher in the organization . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13% 16°/0 4 % 80/0 10O/o
Percentage of meetings with those lower in the organization . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 640/o 56°/0 84°/0 88°/0 80°/0

Questions dealing with manager’s evaluations of their supervisors’ decisionmaking styles:
Percentage of decisions supervisor makes alone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36°/0 21 0/0 29°/0 23°/0 25°/0
Percentage of decisions supervisor makes after factual input from subordinates ., . . . . . . 20°/0 30% 20°0 40°/0 25°/0
Percentage of decisions supervisor makes with participation by subordinates . . . . . . . . . 43°/0 49°/0 51 0/0 37% 50°/0
SOURCE M A Magu\re Personnel In the–Electronics Industry United  States and Japan, ”

.
prepared for OTA under contract No 0331360 p 8

Responses to questions about characteristics
essential to managerial success revealed a greater
emphasis in the Japanese-owned firms on commu-
nication within the organization both vertically and
horizontally; this was true both in domestic (J-J) and
American (J-A) operations. Managers in the Amer-
ican company A1 would tend to “make as many de-
cisions as possible at his/her level without bother-
ing senior management, ” and “respect the chain
of command, discuss ideas with immediate supe-
rior before discussing them with members of other
departments. ” In contrast, managers in the Amer-
ican subsidiary of the Japanese company J-A
thought it important to “communicate extensively
with managers in other departments;” managers in
the parent firm (J-J) also stressed communication.
Within one of the American-owned subsidiaries in
Japan, A2-J, the responses indicated a feeling that
each manager should make as many decisions as
possible at his/her own level. Here the survey
results do confirm a difference in management at-
titudes between Japanese- and American-owned
companies, with the American-owned electronics
firms exhibiting a greater degree of independent
decisionmaking even within their overseas subsid-
iaries.

Questions calling for a composite picture of the
manager immediately above the respondent elicited
several distinctions among the five organizations.
On eight dimensions, those questioned were asked
to describe the actual characteristics of their
superiors (not the attributes they would like to see).
The managers in the U.S. subsidiary J-A were de-
scribed as: “readily accessible to subordinates
several echelons below, “ “permits broad latitude
for subordinates to work out solutions to problems

in their own way, ” and “sensitive to others who
work for him, ” In the parent firm in Japan (J-J), the
typical manager “tries to achieve consensus” and
“permits broad latitude for subordinates, ” but is
also described as aggressive.

While a reasonably uniform picture emerges for
the subsidiary J-A and its parent J-J, there was much
greater diversity among the characteristics of
managers within the American-owned firms. This
was especially notable in company Al. Likewise in
company A2-J, respondents agreed on only one
thing: that their superiors were aggressive. Coupled
with the similar characterization in the Japanese
organization J-J, this suggests that, while ag-
gressiveness has not always been viewed as cen-
tral to Japanese management, it may in fact be
common in high-performing firms in both coun-
tries. The survey results do paint a more hetero-
geneous picture of the managers in American-
owned organizations. American companies oper-
ating in Japan exhibit some of the traits associated
with Japanese management, but it is the Japanese
company which, as expected, has managers who
most strongly emphasize consensual decisionmak-
ing and human relations. On this dimension, the
composite managerial portraits indicate a clear dif-
ference in American and Japanese styles.

The human relations school stresses sensitivity
to subordinates. Table 8A-2 compares responses of
nonmanagerial employees to questions related to
job satisfaction, together with data on rates of ab-
senteeism and expenditures on employee pro-
grams. The Japanese-owned firms might be ex-
pected to exhibit a greater degree of manager-
employee interaction—presumably leading to
greater satisfaction among the labor force. The
results in table 8A-2 show that very few workers
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Table 8A-2.—Data Related to Employee Satisfaction

Location of organization
United States Japan

Al J-A J-J A2-J A3-J
Percentage of workers rating themselves “very satisfied” with their jobs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20°/0 28°/0 2°/0 O 0
Percentage of workers rating themselves “satisfied” or “very satisfied” with their jobs . . . . 74°/0 88°/0 58°/0 63°/0 95°/0
Daily absenteeism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3°/01% <10/0 <1 ”/0 1%
Social/recreational expenditures per worker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1.40 $15 $33 $50 $38
SOURCE M A Maguire,  “Personnel in the Electronics Industry United  S~ates  and Japan, ” prepared for OTA under contract No 033.1360, pp. 19, 20

in Japan are willing to describe themselves as
highly satisfied with their jobs, but the picture
changes considerably—with firms in Japan compar-
ing more favorably—if “satisfied” responses are
included. z Japanese firms, known for their com-
pany-as-family approach, might also be expected to
spend more on social and recreational opportuni-
ties for employees, As table 8A-2 indicates, this is
indeed true for organizations within Japan, regard-
less of ownership. In any case, the results in table
8A-2 on job satisfaction should be interpreted with
caution, as such questions typically yield high pro-
portions of positive responses. Moreover, clear-cut
relationships between expressions of job satisfac-
tion and measured productivity levels are rarely
found, ’

The differences observed between subsidiaries
here and parent firms in Japan may result from con-
scious decisions to downplay Japanese manage-
ment practices. The style that emerges is likely to
be a hybrid of American and Japanese practices,
In any event, this conclusion follows from the
survey data as a whole: there is no sharp contrast
between the management approaches of American-
and Japanese-owned companies. Many of the pat-
terns observed are more closely associated with the
geographical location of the organization than with
ownership. Upper managers from the parent firm
tend to adopt many practices of the host country.
On some dimensions—e.g., accessibility of mana-
gers to lower level employees—the Japanese-owned
firms do stand out. But in other cases, there are no
clear distinctions; only on measures of sensitivity
to employee attitudes and participation are these
consistent.

‘Japanese workers also express relatively low rates of satisfac-
tion with activities such as quality circles. See S. Takezawa, et
al., Improvements in the Quality of Working Life in Three
Japanese Industries, (Geneva: International Labour Office, 1982],
pp. 77, 98.

3S. E. Weed, T. R. Mitchell, and W. Moffitt, “Leadership Style,
Subordinates’ Personality and Task Type as Predictors of Per-
formance and Satisfaction in Supervision, ” ]ourna~  of App~ied
Psychology, vol. 61, 1976.

Matsushita’s Purchase of Quasar

What happens when a Japanese corporation takes
over an American firm? Changes in management
practices might offer insight into the Japanese ap-
proach. The purchase in 1974 by Matsushita Elec-
tric of Motorola’s Quasar division—which pro-
duced televisions–provides a case in point. (Un-
fortunately, conspicuous examples of a U.S. firm
taking over a Japanese enterprise are lacking.)

After Matsushita took control of Quasar, the new
owners reorganized the factory operations, located
near Chicago, invested in new equipment, and
began redesigning the product line. At the center
of these efforts was the goal of improved product
quality. In contrast to the old production system,
which relied on as many as seven quality control
inspectors per assembly line, Matsushita adopted
a more integrated approach with responsibility for
quality spread broadly. By 1980, the defect rate on
Quasar’s assembly lines was about 2 defects per 100
sets, compared to I/Z defect per 100 sets for Mat-
sushita’s factories in Japan.4 These quality im-
provements were the result of system wide changes.
While resulting from a series of decisions made by
Matsushita’s management, they comprised far
more than just matters of style or technique. For
example, the company’s extensive modernization
of the capital plant entailed expenditures of about
$50 million for automated equipment, as well as an
entirely new chassis factory in Mexico. s Motorola
officials stress that they knew just as well what had
to be done to make the Quasar facility more effi-
cient, but had decided to allocate available re-
sources to other parts of the company’s business,

If Quasar’s gains in product quality and plant ef-
ficiency came at considerable cost in new equip-

‘J. Mihalasky  and A. B. Mundel, “Quality and Reliability of
Semiconductors and CTVs: United States v. Japan, ” Report No.
C972 prepared for OTA by Consultant Services Institute, Inc.,
under contract No. 033-1170.0, p. 77.

‘T. C. Hayes, “The Japanese Way at Quasar,” New York Times,
oct. 16, 1981, p. D1.
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ment investments, the emphasis on worker par-
ticipation and responsibility for quality is also
significant. Quality control circles were not in-
troduced until recently, but Quasar employees have
been encouraged to set their own production tar-
gets and to meet in informal weekly discussions
about plant operations with foremen. Such prac-
tices are hardly unique or exotic, but the atten-
tiveness to all aspects of the manufacturing process
stands out. Still, none of this has helped Quasar ex-
pand its market share substantially.

Quasar, like other Japanese subsidiaries in the
United States, shows a flexible and adaptive man-
agement style, with manufacturing operations and
quality control having a central place. Nonetheless,
if and when Japanese companies hire still larger
proportions of American managers, and adapt fur-
ther to the U.S. environment, they may become
more like wholly American organizations. O

—
6A recent study by the Japan E xte r n a I Trade Organ izat ion

(J F;’ I’R()) on Jill)ilIlf!Sf!-(j\\’nf!(]  manufacturing operations  in the
[ lnltfl(j st~ltf:s ln(jl(:[it[+s th{~t the numher  of Jal)ane\c  nation~ls
tra  nsf’f:rrf;  ( ]  to  Sre
“Japanese hlanufa{.t~lrin~  operation~  in the I T S., ” Japan E\ter-
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Conclusion

130th the survey results and the Matsushita exam-
ple indicate that well-run organizations tend to be
open to new ideas and methods, including those
coming from the lower levels of the organization.
Distinctions between Japanese- and American-
owned firms are fewer and less clear-cut than
sometimes claimed. While American employees
might resist some of the techniques associated with
Japanese management, worker participation-even
loyalty to the firm—can be fostered in a variety of
ways, Some of these methods smack of paternalism,
but not all. As a number of American firms have
amply demonstrated, worker participation and at-
tention to human relations can be a big help in
building competitive organizations.

nal Trade  Organization, Septe  mher  1981. l)a ta {)11 m,) n agt~ r ial
st~lcs col]ectwd for the JETRO stud}.  confirm tll[: t r(>n[i~  dw.rihed
hero: Jiip;i IIcs(: subsidiaries evolkre  st}les  that rnl~ fcdtu res com-
m 011 to the Japanese model with other pra r t i{ c \ m ( I r(’ ( h d rat -
tf!ristlcall}” American.


